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Abstract
In recent years, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has
gained considerable attention in the development of underwater commu-
nication (UWC) systems for civilian and military applications. However,
the wideband nature of the communication links necessitate robust al-
gorithms to combat the consequences of severe channel conditions such
as frequency selectivity, ambient noise, severe multipath and Doppler
Eect due to velocity change between the transmitter and receiver. This
velocity perturbation comprises two scenarios; the rst induces constant
time scale expansion/compression or zero acceleration during the trans-
mitted packet time, and the second is time varying Doppler-shift. The
latter is an increasingly important area in autonomous underwater ve-
hicle (AUV) applications. The aim of this thesis is to design a low com-
plexity OFDM-based receiver structure for underwater communication
that tackles the inherent Doppler eect and is applicable for develop-
ing real-time systems on a digital signal processor (DSP). The proposed
structure presents a paradigm in modem design from previous gener-
ations of single carrier receivers employing computationally expensive
equalizers. The thesis demonstrates the issues related to designing a
practical OFDM system, such as channel coding and peak-to-average
power ratio (PAPR). In channel coding, the proposed algorithms employ
convolutional bit-interleaved coded modulation with iterative decoding
(BICM-ID) to obtain a higher degree of protection against power fad-
ing caused by the channel. A novel receiver structure that combines
an adaptive Doppler-shift correction and BICM-ID for multi-carrier sys-
tems is presented. In addition, the selective mapping (SLM) technique
has been utilized for PAPR. Due to their time varying and frequency
selective channel nature, the proposed systems are investigated via both
laboratory simulations and experiments conducted in the North Sea o
the UK's North East coast. The results of the study show that the pro-
posed systems outperform block-based Doppler-shift compensation and
are capable of tracking the Doppler-shift at acceleration up to 1m /s2.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since 1919, when the rst scientic paper on underwater sound was published by
German scientists who presented a theoretical description of the bending of sound
rays and their importance in determining sound ranges [2], remarkable interest has
been shown in the exploitation of acoustic waves for both military and commer-
cial purposes. In military applications for instance, they are employed extensively
by submarines and for navigation; while as far as commercial applications are con-
cerned, acoustic waves are utilised in oshore oil exploration, monitoring underwater
pipelines, sh nding and as an aid to divers. The emergence of digital signal pro-
cessors has made possible the development of complex methods of signal processing
for underwater communication (UWC) systems applications. In recent years, re-
searchers and engineers have devoted great eorts towards achieving high data rates
and reliable wireless communication systems for data, video and voice without in-
curring any loss of information. However, wireless UWC systems have to overcome
many physical obstacles such as temperature and pressure variations, salinity, am-
bient noise, multipath and the Doppler eect. The Doppler eect is caused by
current and wave motions and is due to the relative motion between the transmit-
ter/receiver. In order to attain reliable communication in such severe circumstances,
as far as the underwater acoustic channel is concerned, it is necessary to take into
account these obstacles. The characteristics of the underwater acoustic channel and
the most notable accomplishments in underwater communication in recent years are
presented in the following sections. In this thesis, practical Doppler shift compen-
sation techniques for OFDM-based receivers are adopted. In addition, BICM-ID is
employed to protect the data against the channel eects and it is considered as an
1
1.1 Underwater Channel Characteristics
application for ADSP-21364 SHARC DSP.
1.1 Underwater Channel Characteristics
Although the interference and crosstalk properties from other users are stationary
in a wired communications system, it fails to achieve mobility and exibility in
terms of maintenance, particularly in deep water; therefore, wireless communication
is a more practical alternative. Underwater acoustic communications are preferred
on radio frequency (RF) communications because electromagnetic waves do not
propagate over long distances underwater, except at high power. This is a direct
constraint which makes acoustic waveforms the best solution for transmitting data
undersea. However, these waveforms present challenges as far as achieving reliable
communication is concerned due to their special properties such as low propagation
speed.
Dealing with underwater acoustic channels is a daunting challenge, but one
which should be considered in order to achieve more reliable wireless communi-
cations. These channels are time-varying in nature and delay dispersive to the order
of 100 symbol time. Furthermore, due to the low propagation speed of acoustic
signals (c) of approximately 1500 m/s, the transmitted signal is more vulnerable
to the Doppler eect when compared to other communication systems. Therefore,
even a slow movement between the transmitter/receiver and/or the inherent cur-
rent wave's motion can stretch or press the transmitted signal, depending on the
direction of motion, and consequently destroy the synchronization. Many receiver
structures have been proposed to deal with the time varying multipath that causes
inter-symbol interference (ISI). All of them adopt channel estimation and equaliza-
tion schemes, coding algorithms and spread spectrum systems. These receivers are
based on a time-domain view of the channel and they require a highly complex struc-
ture. Recently, an alternative multi-carrier communication system in the form of
OFDM has gained considerable interest for communication over frequency-selective
channels, where the symbol duration is made much larger than the delay spread.
Furthermore, the OFDM is also attractive due to its simplicity in terms of modula-
tion/demodulation by means of fast Fourier transform (FFT). However, the relative
Doppler shift in the channel, due to the transmitter/receiver motion (v) with the
acoustic signal propagation and the sensitivity of the OFDM to the Doppler eect,
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means that delicate synchronization algorithms are required.
The available bandwidth in UAC is restricted by the transmission loss and signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR). The transmission loss is proportional to the range and SNR
is limited by the noise level caused by the ambient such as the sound of ships' en-
gines, bubbles and acceleration thrust. Thus, for the desired transmission range,
this frequency susceptibility to transmission loss ultimately adds a constraint on
the choice of the carrier frequency [3]. Consequently, underwater acoustic commu-
nication links can be divided into three types according to their range. Firstly, a
long-range system, operating over several tens of kilometres, is limited to a few kHz
of bandwidth. Secondly, a medium-range system, operating over several kilometres,
has a bandwidth of the order of ten kHz. Thirdly, a short- range system, operating
over several tens of metres, may have available bandwidths of more than a hundred
kHz [3]. Additionally, multipath propagation is prevalent in UAC channels. These
channels' characteristics vary with time [4] and hence they are also called doubly
selective channels, as the transmitted signal undergoes dispersion in both the time
and frequency domains. Furthermore, the multipath arrivals are highly dependent
on the location of the transmitter and receiver in the given geometry and density
of the medium. While the vertical channels exhibit little multipath, the horizontal
channels may have extremely long multipath spreads. Establishing reliable commu-
nication and combating the underwater multipath is considered, without exception,
to be a daunting task for any underwater acoustic communication system.
Two main problems are encountered when considering the underwater channel.
The rst one is multipath propagation due to reection from the surface and the
seabed; the second one is the Doppler eect [5], arising due to relative motion
between the transmitter and receiver. In multipath propagation, each transmitted
signal is received via multiple paths and delays and is accompanied by random
uctuations in phase and amplitudes. The multipath structure depends on the
channel geometry. For instance, the multipath spread in a vertical channel is very
small compared with its counterpart in a horizontal channel which attains a hundred
times the multipath spreads experienced in radio channels. For example, a multipath
spread of 10 ms in a shallow water channel causes the ISI to extend over 100 symbols,
if the system is operating at a rate of 10 kilo-symbols per second (ksps) [6]. In single
carrier transmission, the multipath eects are dealt with by adopting equalizers
at the receiver, which has the eect of adding a burden to the complexity. An
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alternative, with a lower degree of complexity, is the multi-carrier transmission in
the form of OFDM. However, it is very sensitive to the Doppler shift [7] caused
either by the sampling rate mismatch between the transmitter/receiver pair or their
motion.
The time-varying multipath exhibits random uctuations resulting in a spectral
broadening of the received signal, known as Doppler spreading. Due to the motion
of the transmitter-receiver pair relative to each other, in addition to the motion of
waves, the Doppler spread is increased by an additional frequency shift in the signal.
The Doppler eect due to motion on any given frequency can be modelled as [8]
f 0c = fc (1) ; (1.1)
where fc is the transmitted carrier frequency,  is the Doppler shift dened as a
ratio of v
c
and f 0c is the received frequency. The (+) sign indicates an expansion sit-
uation where the distance between the transmitter-receiver pair increases, resulting
in decreasing frequency and vice versa. For narrow-band signals, i.e. (fc >> B) [8],
Doppler shift translates all OFDM sub-carriers by the same amount of carrier fre-
quency and (1.1) is often used as an approximation; whereas in the case of wide-band
signals (B
fc
 1), each sub-carrier is shifted non-uniformly [7]. In such a case, the
Doppler eect is modelled as a complete time scaling (expansion or compression) of
the signal waveform [8]
r0(t) = x((1)t): (1.2)
where x(t) and r0(t) are the source and Doppler shifted received signals, respectively.
Here, (-) sign indicates decreasing distance between the transmitter and receiver,
resulting in compression of the signal and vice versa. In this case, symbol syn-
chronization is of equal importance to carrier synchronization. Furthermore, due
to severe multipath distortion and fading, conventional synchronization techniques
in single carrier transmission, such as phase-locked loop (PLL) [9], when coupled
with equalization, are very unreliable in underwater acoustic communications [10].
In addition, receivers adopting PLL and equalizer are considered to be highly com-
plex. The alternative OFDM-based receivers are less complex. If the normalized
Doppler spread, dened as the ratio of the Doppler shift to sub-carrier spacing f ,
is large, which is a typical scenario for most of the underwater channels [6], spe-
cial care should be taken as far as the residual frequency oset is concerned, which
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should be << f [7] in order to mitigate inter-carrier interference (ICI), reserve the
orthogonality and achieve reliable communication systems. To demonstrate how
severe the Doppler eect can be in an underwater channel, an example comparing
both a highly mobile radio system and an underwater communication system may
be considered. Suppose a vehicle in the RF communication moving at a speed of 250
km/h, where c is 3 108 m/s, resulting in  = 2:3 10 7; as opposed to this situa-
tion, consider a stationary acoustic system which may experience an unintentional
motion of 0.5 m/s which is equivalent to 1 knot, resulting in  = 3:010 4. Rapidly
moving platforms, such as AUV, present a more serious problem where the factor
 will be in the order of 10 3 [8]. Moreover, an acceleration in the order of (0.25 m
/s2) during the symbol time has a signicant inuence on how rapidly the channel
changes with time. Therefore, it is evident that the eect of time expansion-dilation
cannot be ignored in underwater communication. As the time varying multipath,
combined with non-negligible Doppler eect, severely distorts the signal transmis-
sion, sophisticated signal processing algorithms are required to establish error free
communication.
1.2 Advances in Doppler shift compensation for
UWC systems
Several time-domain receivers which adopt coherent modulation with an empha-
sis on channel equalization to increase communication reliability have been sug-
gested. However, the time-varying doubly-spread characteristic of the UAC requires
a highly complex equalizer. An alternative low-complexity, high-speed communica-
tion scheme is the multi-carrier system in the form of OFDM in which fast Fourier
transform (FFT) is used for modulation. This system resists the frequency selectiv-
ity of the channel by dividing the broadband data into parallel narrowband channels.
Also, in a delay-dispersive environment, adopting CP of a length greater than the
maximum delay spread provides an excellent way to assure the orthogonality of the
carriers. However, the wireless propagation is considered time-varying, and thus
time-selective due to the Doppler shift in which one sub-carrier may pose ICI with
the adjacent sub-carriers. The Doppler shift sensitivity is inversely proportional to
the OFDM symbol duration; therefore, slightly moving platforms can cause serious
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synchronization impairments in long sub-carriers.
Previous studies on UWC have addressed several approaches for synchronization
in the presence of Doppler distortion. For single carrier transmission, a block-based
approach [8] has been used to estimate and compensate the Doppler shift. In this ap-
proach, two LFMs are used for coarse estimation of the time scaling factor and then
an equalizer is used for residual Doppler shift compensation. Such an approach is
well suited for constant speed. An alternative adaptive Doppler compensation tech-
nique has been suggested by [11] to accommodate AUV. This closed-loop Doppler
correction necessitates high complexity when it is applied to OFDM systems because
there is a demodulation requirement. For multi-carrier transmission, the authors in
[12] utilized the principle in [8] and null sub-carriers for re-sampling factor estimation
and residual Doppler compensation, respectively. Although these algorithms attain
precise estimation by adopting preamble and post-amble, the bandwidth utilization
factor is compromised.
A point estimate of the Doppler shift is adopted in [13], therefore it is suitable for
situations where the Doppler shift stays constant or varies slowly during the packet
time. The concept in [14] has been extended to work in UAC by [1], with an iterative
cyclic prex correlation. The author employs the symmetry of the guard interval
with its replica in order to estimate the Doppler shift. This parameter is estimated
iteratively depending on the peak location and its phase with respect to the new
sampling interval and, for this reason, it is a computationally expensive search.
Authors in [15] have examined iterative Doppler estimation, channel estimation and
decoding.
The carrier frequency oset (CFO) is estimated using null sub-carriers as in [12].
Although re-sampling the signal removes the Doppler shift, a major problem with
its residual is destruction of the orthogonality of the sub-carriers due to the result-
ing ICI. A considerable amount of literature has been published on the subject of
combating ICI. These studies [16], [17] have presented the conclusion that successful
communication will result in mitigating ICI.
A number of previous studies have based their criteria for Doppler shift and CFO
estimation on utilizing signal space and statistics. For instance, the authors in [18]
have used maximal likelihood estimation (MLE) and estimation of signal parameter
via rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT) to estimate both CFO and Doppler
shift in wideband OFDM, while in [19], HTLS (Hankel) Total Least Square has been
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used for joint channel and Doppler estimation. The system requires no estimation of
the CFO and there is no need to re-sample the signal. An extension to [13] has been
suggested by [20] for symbol by symbol Doppler estimation. This method adopts
marginal maximum likelihood estimation (MMLE) to track the Doppler variation
between symbols. Despite its precise estimation, MLE has a number of associated
problems in terms of hardware implementation, where it necessitates a high degree
of complexity.
All the aforementioned researches assume the Doppler shift is constant during
the symbol period and all paths have equal Doppler shift; hence re-sampling the
signal with a unique time scaling factor is valid and therefore a symbol by symbol
approach works satisfactorily. A recent study by [21] has highlighted the need to
estimate the optimal time scaling factor in a multipath channel of dierent Doppler
shift in each path. However, in our proposed method, it is assumed that the channel
variation is mainly caused by the motion of both transmitter and receiver, leading to
a signicant time varying Doppler shift. This will consequently create acceleration
that may exceed 1 m/s2 due to speed alterations, and therefore ignoring this eect
yields a signicant ICI.
1.3 Contributions
This dissertation presents the algorithms that design low-complexity, high data rate
OFDM-based receiver structures for underwater acoustic communication that com-
pensate the inherent Doppler shift and are applicable in the development of real-time
systems. Previous single-carrier receivers [22],[6], and [10] adopted beamforming to
attain an acceptable performance; however, these receivers are considered costly.
Furthermore, this thesis provides remedies for a signicant problem in the un-
derwater acoustic channel (UAC) which is called time-varying Doppler shift. This
problem is caused due to the acceleration that accompanies the applications of the
autonomous vehicles. It should be stressed that this problem has not been discussed
yet by other researchers, where most of the studies assume the speed is constant i.e.,
the acceleration is zero. However, we assume the acceleration is time-varying up to
1 m/s2 during 5.5 seconds.
This thesis intends to determine the extent to which the multi-carriers modula-
tion in the form of an OFDM and whether it can combat the channel impairments
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with less complexity than single carrier receivers that employ equalizers. The appli-
cation of an adaptive Doppler shift compensation with DFE and beamformer was
presented in [11]. This approach accommodates AUV, moving at up to 2.6 m/s.
Instead of beamformers, the authors in [23] suggested BICM-ID and adaptive DFE
in order to reduce the receiver complexity. For Doppler compensation, they com-
bined an adaptive technique proposed by [11]. However, the complexity still exists
due to the employment of RLS algorithm which demands extensive execution time
and memory requirements. Multi-carrier communications, [12] and [13] adopt the
block length-based technique in [8] to estimate the Doppler shift and, subsequently,
ne tune the CFO.
The proposed OFDM-based techniques are of less complexity than single car-
rier receivers, and consider the acceleration within a packet duration, something
which was not considered by all the aforementioned receivers [12], [13], and [20].
The proposed techniques were designed using the ZFE and BICM-ID for the chan-
nel equalization and decoding, respectively. Furthermore, this research presents a
detailed comparison between the proposed techniques and the block length-based
method at dierent channel conditions. Additionally, an adaptive iterative time
varying Doppler shift compensation receiver is suggested and investigated under
dierent scenarios and at various channel ranges. The results of the real-time im-
plementation of the BICM-ID on the SHARC DSP are also presented. In summary,
the following points indicate the contribution of the work:
1. Evaluate coded OFDM (COFDM) with velocity variation in AUV systems.
2. Design and development of a low-complexity compensation technique for in-
herent Doppler shift.
3. The performance of the receiver with time-varying Doppler shift is assessed.
4. The performance of an adaptive iterative receiver approach under the inuence
of time-varying acceleration is analysed.
5. The SHARC DSP in implementing a real-time system for the BICM-ID algo-
rithm, which is the most challenging part in the system is applied.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the background of the prac-
tical OFDM system that will be used throughout this thesis. It also surveys the
research literature for the state of the art in UWC systems. Chapter 3 presents
dierent Doppler compensation techniques that will serve as a base in develop-
ing and improving other techniques. In addition, it presents mainly a symbol by
symbol approach to compensate the Doppler shift. Furthermore, this chapter sug-
gests two approaches to dealing with the residual Doppler shift. Additionally, this
chapter provides an application of the SHARC Digital signal processor for the real-
time implementation of BICM-ID, which is the bottleneck of the proposed receiver.
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Chapter 4 introduces a new approach that tackles a time varying Doppler shift due
to the acceleration. This chapter addresses the main problems of such type of the
Doppler shift. Chapter 5 focuses on the solutions to the problems outlined in chap-
ter 4 due to the acceleration eects of broadband Doppler shift on the performance
of the receiver. This chapter produces a model for the time varying Doppler shift
under dierent scenarios in order to investigate the proposed system by extensive
simulation to analyse the performance, in addition to the trial over dierent chan-
nel ranges. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Chapter 6 and the thesis ends with
suggestions for future works.
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Chapter 2
Background
The focus of this chapter is the provision of a background to the related fundamental
materials that are used throughout this thesis such as CP-OFDM, PAPR, and pulse-
shaping in the transmitter and BICM-ID on the receiver side. The chapter begins
with an introduction to digital modulation schemes, which is followed by a literature
survey to complement the survey discussed in chapter 1. In this chapter, the survey
covers the advances in underwater communication, real-time implementation tools
and channel coding. Details regarding some mathematical background of BICM-ID
are also provided. In terms of hardware implementation, the aspects of the ADSP-
21364 SHARC processor selection to implement the decoder are discussed.
2.1 Introduction to Digital Modulation
In a digital transmission, the information is either available in binary form or it
is obtained by sampling an analogue signal. Particularly, a speech signal is rst
sampled and then quantized to appropriate signal levels to obtain binary informa-
tion. In either case, it is not possible to transmit the information directly. Digital
modulation is the process by which digital symbols are transformed into waveforms
that are compatible with the characteristics of the channel. In the case of baseband
modulation, these waveforms usually take the form of shaped pulses. However, in
the case of bandpass modulation, these shaped pulses modulate a sinusoid known as
a carrier wave. For radio transmission, the carrier is converted to an EM wave for
propagation to the desired destination. The transmission of the EM wave through
the space is accomplished by the use of antennas. The wavelength  and the appli-
cation govern the antenna size. For mobile communication, antennas are typically
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=4 in size, where wavelength is equal to c=f , and c, the speed of light is 3108 m/s.
Let us consider a baseband signal where f = 3 kHz is coupled directly to an antenna
without carrier modulation: in this case, the antenna size will be 2:5104 m, which
is not practical. However, if the baseband signal is rst modulated onto a higher
frequency carrier, e.g. a 900 MHz carrier wave, the antenna size will be 8 cm. For
this reason, carrier wave or bandpass modulation is an essential step for all systems
involving radio transmission. In the case of UWC, acoustic waves are transmitted
as the EM waves cannot propagate through sea where the carrier frequency is in the
range of 12 to 20 kHz and the speed of sound is 1500 m/s.
The choice of a modulation system is dependent upon many factors. This is
because the signal is transmitted on an imperfect channel, aggravated by the addition
of noise, and is subject to variations in the amplitude of the received signal, which is
called fading due to the rapid change in the propagation conditions. The size of the
constellationM is the main parameter that is associated with the modulation. When
M = 2, which is binary phase shift keying (BPSK) in the M-ary phase shift keying
(M-PSK) technique, each binary information bit is mapped to a polar format of 1.
Another scheme, where M = 4, is known as quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)
which maps two consecutive bits to a symbol taken from the QPSK alphabet. The
PSK modulation scheme oers only one degree of freedom as the amplitude of all
the symbols is the same, whereas the quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)
oers two degrees of freedom as the symbols exhibit dierent amplitude and phase
distribution. In the case of UWC, where the bandwidth is limited, it is desirable
to use higher order modulation schemes such as 8-PSK or 16-QAM where more
information bits can be packed into a symbol to increase the bit rate of the system.
However, due to the limitations of the channel which exhibits severe multipath
and low SNR, it is prohibitive to utilize such schemes as a higher data rate will
lead to more ISI. The choice of the modulation system can therefore only result
from a compromise adapted to a particular application. In UWC, QPSK or 4-
QAM schemes are considered. The performance of the QPSK scheme under various
channel conditions will be discussed later in the thesis.
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2.2.1 Advances in Underwater Acoustic communications
It has been proven that phase coherent modulation techniques [24], such as PSK
and QAM is the best technique to achieve high-speed data transmission over under-
water acoustic channels (UAC) compared with non-coherent frequency shift keying
(FSK) or dierentially phase shift keying (DPSK) in term of performance; how-
ever it requires dicult carrier recovery. Phase-coherent communication systems
are presented by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) in U.S.A. [25].
The modulation format is QPSK, and the signals are transmitted at 5kbps, using
carrier frequency of 15 kHz. Its real-time operation contains 4 Texas instruments
TMS320C40 DSPs. The eect of multipath is processed by a decision-feedback
equalizer (DFE) operating under RLS algorithm.
An approach for multipath rejection at the receiver end was investigated at
the University of Newcastle [22]. The researchers used adaptive beamforming with
least mean square (LMS) type to steer the reected wave. It was found that the
beamformer encounter diculties as the range increases relative to the depth because
they used 64 point correlation sequence. The real time system was implemented
using multiple DSPs. The system was tested in shallow water at 9.975kbps, and
resulted bit error rate (BER) of 2:2 10 2 to less than 10 3.
Spread spectrum is also involved as an attractive approach to mitigate the mul-
tipath eect in UWC [26], [27], and [28]. In [28], the authors adopt spread spectrum
signals to suppress the multiple access interference, which utilize spreading codes
to recognize between users and improve the performance against multipath eects.
These techniques perform very well; however they come with the cost of reducing
the throughput in a band-limited channel.
2.2.2 Tools and Algorithms for real-time implementation
Signal processing functions, such as Viterbi decoding, can be implemented using
DSPs. Particularly, Analogue Devices [28], TigerSHARC ADSP-101S and SHARC
ADSP-21065L can be used in the baseband modem implementation. The rst of
these manipulates the Viterbi Decoder in 0.86 MIPS and 1024-point complex FFT
in 32.75 s, and has been used as a multiprocessor structure by [29] with eld
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programmable gate array (FPGA) to implement an OFDM underwater acoustic
communication system. The second manipulates 1024-point FFT in 0.274 ms. In
addition, TMS320C6416 is designed for 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
turbo code and is capable of decoding up to 12 Mbps (6 Iterations) [30]. Further-
more, in [31] the transmitter has been implemented with multiple DSP's of type
ADSP-TS101s and FPGA as the logical control. It has been proven from the exper-
iment in the pool and lake that the signal transmitter satises requirements of signal
transmission for OFDM in real-time in underwater multi-carrier acoustic commu-
nication, and the signal synthesis method, DDWS (Direct Digital Wave Synthesis)
is adopted to realize producing OFDM. Furthermore, the authors in [32] have used
optimized built-in code for turbo decoder implementation.
Other algorithms have been implemented using Texas Instruments (TI) plat-
forms. The authors in [33] and [34] have implemented an OFDM acoustc mo-
dem with a 225 MHz TI TMS320C6713 DSP board and it has been successfully
tested with in-air communication. In [35], TMS320C6713 and TMS320C6416 have
been utilized to implement single-input single-output (SISO) and multi-input multi-
output (MIMO) OFDM acoustic receivers. These receivers are coded and investi-
gated with low-density parity-check (LDPC) and convolutional code (CC).
FPGA's can be used to implement COFDM in addition to DSP's in acoustic
communications. For instance, they have been used in underwater communica-
tions to achieve reliable high rate data communication (1-10Kbps) in very shallow
waters [36]. The researcher has implemented the transmitter and receiver of the sug-
gested modem using VHDL on FPGA, and has employed dierential PSK (DPSK)
modulation to avoid channel estimation at the receiver, which results in reducing
implementation complexity. DSP chips can be distinguished by their xed-point
or oating-point architectures. Currently, xed-point processors are either 16-bit
or 24-bit devices, while oating-point processors are 32-bit or 40-bit devices. The
oating-point devices are dominant in the communications systems that have large
dynamic range. The faster development cycle for a oating-point device may easily
outweigh the extra cost of the DSP device itself [37].
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2.2.3 Channel coding
To achieve reliable communication over acoustic channel, channel coding in the
form of block or convolutional coding of the source bit stream should be involved
to achieve reliable communication system [38]. In 1982, Ungerboeck introduced a
trellis-coded modulation (TCM) system as a bandwidth-ecient signalling over an
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel [39]. This study set out with the
aim of assessing the importance of mapping. The most interesting nding was that
coding reduces noise about 3-4 dB compared with uncoded with the same trans-
mitted information. However these results were not very encouraging in undersea
channel, thus for fading channels, the diversity order of the coded modulation system
should be high; therefore the performance of TCM is degraded in such channels [40],
but it can be improved by adding symbol interleaver. However, the limitation of the
diversity order in symbol interleaved coded modulation and the cost of increasing
the complexity of the code results in nding dierent approach called BICM. It was
suggested by Zahavi [41] to improve the performance of coded modulation over fad-
ing channels. It was shown that the diversity order can be increased to a minimum
number of distinct bits rather than symbols by using bitwise interleaving. It was
shown in [42], [43], [44], [45], and [46] that with iterative decoding (ID), BICM can
be used to provide excellent performance over any channel provided well designed
signal mapping. In [47], the author has exploited the diversity that has been oered
by the channel coding with convolutional BICM-ID to improve the reliability of the
UWA channel.
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2.3.1 Peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR)
One of the major obstacles in multicarrier transmission is the high PAPR of the
transmit signal. There are many techniques [48], [49]have been used to avoid high
PAPR signals based on computation complexity, BER, bandwidth expansion. The
block diagram of SLM technique for PAPR reduction is predicted in Fig. (2.1).
The input data X = [X[1]; X[2];   X[Nc]] is multiplied with U phase sequences
[ej'
1
n ; ::::ej'
u
n ] where 'n 2 [0; 2] for n = 1; 2; Nc and u = 1; 2;    ; U . An OFDM
symbol data then contains a modied phase Xu = [Xu[1]; Xu[2];   Xu[Nc]] is ob-
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of SLM method for PAPR reduction.
tained. Converting to the time domain at each sequence U by taking the IFFT
results a corresponding sequences xu = [x[1]; x[2];    ; x[Nc]]. In order to select the
minimum PAPR for the transmission, each time domain OFDM symbol is produced
according to its corresponding sequence, hence the discrete-time PAPR is calculated
as
PAPR , maxjx[n]j
2
En[jx[n]j2] ; (2.1)
and the minimum phase is selected as shown [50]
~u = arg min
u=1;2; ;U
(PAPR): (2.2)
On the receiver, side information is transmitted to recover the optimal sequence.
Considering the hardware implementation issue, our project buers the optimal
PAPR phase sequence as a vector and then provide this information to the receiver.
It is worth to mention that this approach is useful when the transmitted message is
knew, otherwise, side information is an alternative in the case of random message
transmission. In this case, U IFFT operations are needed, whereas blog2Uc bits are
required as a side information.
2.3.2 Pulse shaping
The UAC is band limited, thus it constraints the transmitted signal and consequently
an increase in the decoding error due to the ISI is most likely to occur at the receiver
side. Therefore, these types of channels necessitate employing the pulse shaping in
order to preserve the bandwidth and minimize the decoding errors.
The roll-o factor  govern the performance of the pulse shaping lter (PSF)
[51]. In Fig. (2.2), when  = 0, it oers the most ecient use of bandwidth, but
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of roll-o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.
comes with an increasing ripples relative to  > 0 in which there is an increase in
the transmitted bandwidth on the cost of reducing the ripple magnitude. The pulse
shaping prc(t) which is realized as an up-sampled raised cosine FIR lter is dened
in [52] as
prc(t) =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
1
T
; 0  jtj  Ts(1 )
2
1
2Ts
h
1 + cos


Ts

jtj   Ts(1 )
2
ii
; Ts(1 )
2
 jtj  Ts(1+)
2
0; otherwise:
(2.3)
2.3.3 Guard interval in the OFDM systems
There are two main approaches that can be used to insert the guard interval in
OFDM systems. First is the zero padding (ZP) that pads zeros in the guard interval.
The second approach is to preface the OFDM symbol by the last samples, this
approach is called cyclic prex (CP). Referring to [53] and calling that we aim to
design a paradigm of a low complexity receiver that is applicable in the hardware
implementation, selecting a CP approach is now feasible.
2.3.3.1 Cyclic prex OFDM
Let X(n) be the frequency domain OFDM symbol modulates the sub-carrier with a
frequency of fn = n=T , for n = 0; 1; 2;    ; Nc . The duration of this symbol X(n)
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was originally Ts and its length has been extended to T = NcTs by transmitting
parallel Nc sub-carriers. This OFDM symbol comprises a signal corresponds to Nc
sub-carriers that has a duration of T . Consider the ith OFDM signal
xi(t) =
1p
Nc
Nc 1X
n=0
Xi(n)e
j2fn(t iT );
for iT  t < iT + kTs:
(2.4)
For the channel with an impulse response of hi(t), the received signal is given as
yi(t) = xi(t)hi(t)+wi(t) =
Z 1
0
hi()xi(t )dt+wi(t); iT  t < iT+kTs; (2.5)
where wi(n) is the additive white Gaussian noise. Sampling at kTs = kTd=Nc, (2.5)
can be represented in a discrete time as follows
yi(k) = xi(k)  hi(k) + wi(k) =
1X
m=0
hi(m)xi(k  m) + wi(k): (2.6)
Let Td be the duration of the OFDM symbol without a guard interval. Then,
Td = NcTs = 1=f , where f = 1=(NcTs) = B=Nc and B = 1=Ts. Due to the
extension of the symbol duration by NcTs, the eect of the multipath is reduced
on the OFDM symbol. However, there is a trade o between the symbol duration
and the CFO. The longer duration means tight sub-carrier spacing and more eect
of the Doppler shift. It is worth to mention that the impairments are still eective
among the sub-carriers due to the ISI and thus inserting a CP as a guard between
two consecutive OFDM is essential. By copying the last samples of the OFDM
symbol into its front and thus extending the OFDM symbol is called CP. Hence,
the OFDM symbol duration is changed to be T = Td + Tg, where Tg represents the
guard time. Once the length of the guard interval is selected longer than or equal
max, the ISI eect of the ith OFDM is limited within the guard interval, hence,
the i + 1th OFDM symbol is protected against the interference from the previous
symbol. However, if the length of the guard interval is selected shorter than max,
the tail of the ith symbol aects the leading edge of the i+ 1th OFDM symbol and
yields to an ISI. Now, assuming that the FFT window is completely synchronized,
i.e., within the CP interval, then the received samples yi(k) of the ith symbol after
FFT can be written as
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Yi[n] =
Nc 1X
k=0
yi(k)e
 j2kn=Nc
=
Nc 1X
k=0
( 1X
m=0
hi[m]xi[k  m] + wi[k]
)
e j2kn=Nc
=
Nc 1X
i=0
( 1X
m=0
hi[m]
(
Nc 1X
l=0
Xi[l]e
j2l(k m)=Nc
))
e j2kn=Nc +Wi[n]
=
1
Nc
Nc 1X
l=0
(( 1X
m=0
hi[m]e
 j2lm=Nc
)
Xi[l]
1X
k=0
e j2(n l)k=Nc
)
e j2kn=Nc +Wi[n]
= Hi[n]Xi[n] +Wi[n];
(2.7)
where the transmitted symbolXi[n], the received symbol Yi[n] , the channel response
Hi[n], and noiseWi[n] are in frequency domain at the nth sub-carrier. Thus, it can be
inferred that once the cyclic prex is appended to the channel input, the convolution
in time domain will be converted to a multiplication in frequency domain and a
circular convolution is obtained. Therefore, taking the DFT of the channel output
yields
Y [n] = DFT fy[k] = x[k]~ h[k]g = Hi[n]Xi[n]; for 0 6 n 6 Nc   1 (2.8)
as desired in the receiver to enable a single-tap equalizer by dividing the received
symbol by the channel.
It should be stressed that increasing the CP length does not mean completely
eliminate the ISI and/or ICI. Additionally, adding a CP comes with a cost. To
be more specic, once the Doppler shift exist, the symbol time is expanded or
compressed depending on the direction of the movement, hence, the FFT window
start point is misaligned and therefore a synchronization impairments are occurred.
That is, if the FFT window comes earlier than the lagged end of the previous symbol,
ISI occurs; if the FFT window position is later than the beginning of a symbol, an
ISI and ICI are the consequences [54]. Adding a CP comes with a cost of an overhead
of Ng=Nc, where Ng is the CP length. Furthermore, the redundant data caused a
loss in the transmitted power.
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2.4 The Underwater Acoustic Channel
Unlike the existing communication channels, the UACs have not characterized yet as
a standard channels. However, there are a main characteristics that should be con-
sidered in the case of establishing a reliable communication system for underwater
acoustic. These characteristics are [2]:
1. Attenuation and ambient noise
2. Doppler eect
3. Time varying multipath channels
2.4.1 Attenuation and ambient noise
The acoustic signal experiences a power attenuation while travelling through its link.
This attenuation is due to:
 Energy spreading, and
 Sound absorption loss.
Let r be the range from the source in km, then the attenuation of the signal is
proportional to 1
r2
when the propagation is line-of-sight. This type of spreading is
called spherical or inverse square law. When the acoustic wave is propagated via a
reection within a boundaries of the sea surface and the bottom, then the attenu-
ation is proportional to 1
r
. This type of attenuation is called cylindrical spreading.
For short-range < 1 km, spherical spreading is dominant while cylindrical spreading
refers to the case of medium (1-10 km) and long-range (10-100 km) transmission.
Practically, it is interesting to formulate an equation as a function of the sig-
nal frequency that includes not only cylindrical but also spherical spreading and
absorption loss, i.e., the total transmission loss (TL) is given by [55]:
TL(f) = k log10(r) + a(f)r  10 3; (2.9)
where k is 20 for spherical and 10 for cylindrical, a(f) is the attenuation coecient
in dB/km. Several formulas for the absorption coecients have been derived in [2]
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out of which, one can be given as
a(f) = Af 2 +
Bf0
1 +

f0
f
2 + Cf1
1 +

f1
f
2 (2.10)
where the rst term on the right hand side is fresh water attenuation, second term
is magnesium sulphate relaxation and the third term is boric acid relaxation. Ad-
ditionally,
A = 2:1 10 10(T   38)2 + 1:38 10 7; (2.11)
B = 2S  10 5; (2.12)
C = 1:2 10 4; (2.13)
f0 = 50(T + 1); (2.14)
f1 = 10
T 4
100 ; (2.15)
where S is the salinity in parts per thousand, T is the temperature in Celsius and f
is the operating frequency in kHz. In practice, a useful design rule for determining
at which point absorption losses become substantial is [56]
a(f)r < 10 dB: (2.16)
In the ocean, another factor that aects the received SNR is the noise. It can
be classied into man-made noise and ambient noise. The latter comes from seismic
events, marine life, ship's engine, rainfall, breaking waves [57] and so on. The
majority of these types are approximated as Gaussian statistics. It should be stressed
that the ambient noise is time-varying particularly in shallow water. Furthermore,
the noise level is inversely proportional to the depth. Interested reader can refer to
[57], (ch. 6) for more information.
2.4.2 Doppler eect
In general, the Doppler eect is inherent in the UAC due to the currents and wave
motions. The movement of the receiver (Rx) and/or the transmitter (Tx) also yields
to a shift of the received frequency, called Doppler frequency shift. This Doppler
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shift can be represented as
Fd = fc
v
c
: (2.17)
The Doppler shift frequency is positive when the Tx and Rx move towards each
other, where the transmitted signal will be compressed resulting in an escalated
frequency. That is, the received frequency can be formulated as
f 0c = fc[1 
v
c
] = fc   jj : (2.18)
It is obvious that the frequency shift depends on the direction of the wave, and must
lie in the range fc   max    fc + min, where max = fcv=c. Furthermore, due
to this movement, the path lengths are also aected, therefore, we assume here all
paths have the same Doppler shift.
Since the propagation speed c is relatively small, as mentioned earlier, it seems
the Doppler shift has a signicant inuences on the underwater link. This eect is
arisen with an OFDM systems due to its sensitivity to Doppler shift. The sensitivity
is proportional to the sub-carriers spacing which in turn depends on the symbol
length. We assume the channel is quasi-static in this thesis. However, the Doppler
shift is varying linearly within the OFDM symbol time as a result of the acceleration
eect. This acceleration adds a burden on the receiver and needs a special signal
processing such as an adaptive algorithm or iterative receiver to deal with this
obstacle.
2.4.3 Time varying multipath channel
The time varying channel can be characterized by an impulse response h(t; ) and in
a frequency domain is characterized as H(t; f). Furthermore, the time varying mul-
tipath channel is also characterized in terms of delay-Doppler spread C(Fd; ). All
aforementioned characteristics are related via a two-dimensional Fourier transforms.
In particular, H(t; f) and C(Fd; ) are related to h(t; ) as [58]
H(t; f) =
Z 1
 1
h(t; )e j2ftdt ; C(Fd; ) =
Z 1
 1
h(t; )e j2Fdtdt (2.19)
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Let us assume that the channel is wide sense stationary (WSS) process in t and f ,
then the time-frequency correlation function
RH(t;f) = E fH(t+t; f +f)H(t; f)g : (2.20)
In terms of signal distortion, H(t; f) represents the eect of the channel in time
and frequency. Considering this, there are a set of channel spread parameters Tcoh
and Bcoh that can be used to identify the channel variations in time and frequency,
respectively.
2.4.3.1 Doppler spread and coherence time
Although the maximum delay spread max and coherence bandwidth Bcoh do not
provide information about the time-varying nature of the channel due to the relative
motion between the transmitter and receiver, it can be considered as an indicator
of the time dispersive nature of the channel. Practically, the channel is changing
with time, therefore; it is very crucial to understand these time variations and how a
digital communications system responds to it. In practice, the receiver is equipped
with a mechanism to estimate the time variations due to the Doppler shift discussed
in Chapter 4 in more detail.
The Doppler spread (Fd) of the channel is the range over which the Doppler spec-
trum is non-zero. The Doppler spread and coherence time are inversely proportional
to each other. That is [9]
Tcoh ,
1
Fd
: (2.21)
The amount of the spectral broadening depends on Fd which is relative to the velocity
of the mobile.
The value of Tcoh is actually a statistical measure of the time duration over
which the channel impulse response can be considered invariant. In other words,
coherence time means that the duration over which the channel is highly correlated.
The channel variation in time is captured by the Doppler spread, therefore, this
spreading factor is used to indicate the rapidity of the channel variation with time.
Accordingly, a channel can be classied into a fast time-varying and a slow fading
channel.
If Tcoh is less than the OFDM symbol time Td, the channel will change during
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the transmission of a symbol and corrupt the source signal severely. This is called
fast or time selective fading. However, if Tcoh is longer than the symbol duration,
the CIR will change very slowly compared to the symbol rate. This type of fading
is called slow fading. If this is the case, the channel can be assumed to be constant
over the signalling interval. Another way to characterise the channel is in terms of
the product Fdmaxmax which is known as the spread factor [59] of the channel. The
channel requires to full that the spread factor is1 to be considered as underspread
in which case the channel can be measured without any ambiguity. However, if this
condition is not fullled, i.e., the value of the spread factor is greater than 1, then,
the channel is called overspread which makes it dicult to measure the CIR.
2.4.3.2 Delay spread and coherence bandwidth
While max of the channel can be computed as the time dierence between the latest
to earliest arrival, the channel coherence bandwidth, Bcoh, is derived from the delay
spread. That is, max is inversely related to the channel coherence bandwidth as [9]
Bcoh ,
1
max
: (2.22)
The coherence bandwidth is a measure of the frequency selectivity in a multipath
propagation. The frequency non selective fading is the range over which the chan-
nel remains almost constant in frequency. If the channel has a constant gain and
phase over the transmitted signal bandwidth (B) which is less than the coherence
bandwidth (Bcoh), then the received signal will undergo at fading. However, the
received signal undergoes frequency selective fading when B is much greater than
the Bcoh of the channel, which means that all the transmitted frequency components
will be similarly attenuated. This implies that the symbol duration is smaller than
the maximum delay spread of the channel resulting in ISI in the received signal
and the OFDM modulation technique is suitable for such case to mitigate these
eects. In reality, the assumption of WSSUS does not hold for all the values t and
 . Therefore, the concept of a quasi-WSSUS channel is used which implies that the
WSSUS assumptions hold for some values of t and  observed by a communication
system. In a simpler context, the channel remains constant for the duration of the
transmitted signal but it can change for the next packet.
Fig. 2.3 and 2.4 illustrate typical normalized channel impulse responses for 500
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Figure 2.3: Normalized CIR of a 500 m range channel.
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Figure 2.4: Normalized CIR of a 1000 m range channel.
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and 1000 m range link set-ups, respectively. These CIRs were measured by means
of the transmission of a linear frequency modulated (LFM) chirp signal and then
correlation of the incoming chirp signal at the receiver end. The 500 m range channel
exhibited a delay spread in the order of 10 ms which translates into 40 symbols of ISI
at the data rate of 4 ksps. It was conrmed that the 1000 m range channel exhibited
a delay spread of 5 ms, which is 2 times less than that of the 500 m range channel
and translates into 20 symbols of ISI at the data rate of 4 ksps. There are many
ways in which mitigation of channel impairments can be achieved; for example, by
employing trellis based equalizers, a lter based equalizer, OFDM or beamforming.
The problem is exacerbated when the channels vary rapidly within time. In such
cases, it is necessary to employ a mechanism that is capable of estimating time
variations at the receiver end. In this thesis, an OFDM technique is employed to
address these time variations due to its low complexity as far as implementing the
receiver is concerned.
2.5 BICM-ID OFDM system
In a multipath fading environment, the forward error correction (FEC) is used to
reduce the error probability. However, this error performance comes with the cost of
transmission bandwidth reduction and receiver complexity. An alternative spectral-
ecient TCM is introduced by [39] which improves the performance of the band-
limited communication systems by jointly optimizing the coding and modulation
scheme. A reduction in the bandwidth expansion and signicant coding gain are
obtained from this approach.
Practically, a robust communication system should perform well not only in an
AWGN such as TCM, but also in a fading channel. This is due to the burst of errors
that accompanies the fading channel which is out of the capability of many FEC
types in the case of long burst of errors. Hence, the emergence of interleaving has
devised to reduce the eect of such type of error with a coded system in a multipath
fading channels. The main eect of the interleaving with a coded modulation is
to randomise the positions of the errors within a burst and ultimately convert this
burst of errors into a random error that can be sorted by the FEC. This is the main
task of the interleaver at the transmitter. The length of the interleaver Lint plays an
important rule in making the fading independent and the longer is the best, however
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the cost is the implementation complexity.
In order to achieve robust performance over a dierent channel conditions, in-
terleaved coded modulation should exhibit both large Euclidean and Hamming dis-
tances [47]. Therefore, in a fading channels, maximizing the diversity order is the
main target of designing an interleaved coded modulation scheme. Unlike block
and convolutional codes, there are two options for interleaving in coded modula-
tion. First is to interleave the bits and then map them to modulated symbols. This
option is called BICM and it is now a dominant technique for coded modulation
in fading channels. Alternatively, the modulation and coding can be done jointly
as in coded modulation for AWGN channels and the resulting symbols interleaved
prior to transmission. This technique is called symbol-interleaved coded modulation
(SICM).
A major breakthrough in the design of coded modulation for fading channels
was the discovery of BICM [41], [60]. In BICM the code diversity equals to the
smallest number of distinct bits rather than channel symbols along any error event.
This is achieved by bit-wise interleaving at the encoder output prior to symbol
mapping, with an appropriate soft-decision bit metric as an input to the Viterbi
decoder. While this breaks the coded modulation paradigm of joint modulation and
coding, it provides much better performance than SICM. Moreover, analytical tools
for evaluating the performance of BICM as well as design guidelines for good per-
formance are provided in [60]. BICM is now the dominant technique for improving
the performance of coded modulation in fading channels [61].
As mentioned earlier, the conventional BICM achieves good performance pro-
viding high diversity order. However, due to the randomization in the modulation
caused by the bitwise interleaver, the Euclidean distance is reduced. Therefore, there
is a degradation in the performance of the BICM in Gaussian channels compared
to TCM [41]. To counter this problem, an iteratively decoded BICM with carefully
selecting signal mapping, referred to as BICM-ID has been proposed in [62], [63],
[64], and [65]. The idea behind BICM-ID is to increase the Euclidean distance of
the BICM code and to exploit the full advantage of bit interleaving by performing
soft iterative decoding technique [46]. BICM-ID was shown to be better than TCM
and BICM in both AWGN and uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels [66].
The system diagram of BICM-ID is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The transmitter
contains a serial concatenation of FEC, an interleaver  and and signal mapping.
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Figure 2.5: System diagram of BICM-ID.
The block diagram of a FEC that contains non-systematic convolutional (NSC) code
is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. Unlike systematic code, NSC has a better error performance
at large SNR. A sequence of Kd information bits, b = (b0;    ; bKd 1) are sent by
the source. In order to protect this message, a convolutional code of rate Rc 2 (0; 1]
is used to produce a sequence c = (c0;    ; cKc 1) of Kc = (Kd + K0)=Rc coded
bits, where K0  0 is the overhead introduced by the encoder, i.e. a termination
sequence to set the nal state of the encoder to zero.
An important characteristic of convolutional code is the constraint length K,
which is dened as the number of stages that shift the message bits. In an encoder
of M -stage shift register, then M = K   1 ip-ops are required. This type of
convolutional encoder thus contains 2M states that denoted in binary or decimal
form. Thus the state of an encoder shown in Fig. 2.6 contains two ip-ops can take
22 values. The interleaver is used to randomize the codeword and ultimately reduces
the burst errors introduced in the transmission. The de-interleaver is an opposite
procedure providing that the positions of the scrambling operations are known by
the receiver.
The encoded bits are permuted by a random interleaver of length Lint and the
output bit sequence, ck, is grouped to form the sub-sequences Cn , [cn;1;    ; cn;m],
where m = log2M represents the number of bits per symbol andM is the constella-
tion size of the utilized modulation scheme. Subsequently, each Cn is mapped toM -
ary symbols, sn, taking values from the M -ary symbol alphabet 
 = f1;    ; Mg,
where i 2 C and C denotes the set of complex number.
This chapter considers signal transmission on AWGN channel to simplify the
receiver derivation. The application of BICM-ID in the case of frequency selective
and Doppler shift channels is considered in next chapter. Therefore, the received
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Figure 2.6: Convolutional encoder of rate Rc=1/2.
signal can be written as
r^n = sn + wn; (2.23)
where wn is the complex zero mean Gaussian noise with variance 
2
w in each real
dimension.
At the receiver, the demapper processes the received complex symbols r^n, the
corresponding a priori LLRs La[Cn;i] = log
P [Cn;i = 0]
P [Cn;i = 1]
of the coded bits and outputs
extrinsic LLRs
Le[Cn;i] = log
P [cn;i = 0jrn; La(Cn)]
P [cn;i = 1jrn; La(Cn)]   La(Cn;i); (2.24)
where Cn;i denotes the binary random variable with realizations cn;i 2 f0; 1g.
Let 
ib denote the subset of symbols sn 2 
, whose bit labels have the value
b 2 f0; 1g in position i 2 f1; 2; ::mg. Using Bayes' rule and taking the expectation
of p(r^njsn) over P [snjCn;i = b], sn 2 
ib yields
Le[Cn;i] = log
P
xn2
i0 p(r^njsn)P [snjCn;i = 0]P
sn2
i1 p(r^njsn)P [snjCn;i = 1]
: (2.25)
The rst term p(r^njsn) is computed according to the channel model assuming a
Gaussian distribution [67]
p(r^njsn) = 1
22w
e
 
jr^n   snj2
22w : (2.26)
The second term P [snjCn;i = b] is computed from the a priori information of the
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Figure 2.7: Performance comparison of BICM-ID OFDM and uncoded system.
individual bits [45]
P [snjCn;i = b] =
mY
j=1;j 6=i
1
1 + e La(Cn;j)
e La(Cn;j)cn;j : (2.27)
The extrinsic estimates Le[Cn;i] are deinterleaved and applied to the Log MAP
channel decoder. Performing iterative decoding, extrinsic information about the
coded bits from the decoder is fed back and regarded as a priori information La[Cn;i]
at the demapper. During the initial demapping step, the a priori LLRs are set to
zero.
The MAP or BCJR [68] decoder is preferred in implementing such soft-in-soft-out
(SISO) algorithm because it has better performance. In this algorithm, we need to
compute the forward-state metric 0, the reverse-state metric 0, the branch metric
. The forward state probabilities 0k(s) can be calculated as [69]
0k(s) =
X
8s
0k 1(s)k(s; s): (2.28)
Thus, once the k(s; s) values are known, the 
0
k(s) values can be calculated recur-
sively. Assuming that the trellis has the initial state S0 = 0, the initial conditions
for this recursion are
00(S0 = 0) = 1;
00(S0 = s) = 0;8s 6= 0: (2.29)
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The backward state probabilities 0k(s) can similarly be calculated recursively as
0k 1(s) =
X
8s
0k(s)k(s; s): (2.30)
The initial conditions for this recursion are
0N(SN = 0) = 1;
0N(SN = s) = 0; 8s 6= 0: (2.31)
The transition probabilities k(s; s) can be calculated using the received sequence
and available a priori information, which can be written as
k(s; s) = P (ykjxk)P (uk); (2.32)
where uk is an input bit necessary to cause the transition for state Sk 1 = s to state
Sk = s; P (uk) is a priori probability of this bit, xk is the transmitted codeword
associated with this transition, yk is the received codeword associated with this
transition and k is the time index.
However, it is complex in a real time environment. A sub-optimal version of MAP
is max-log-MAP or linear approximation to log-MAP is adopted, which performs
the max operations (Jacobian logarithm) dened as [70]
max(x; y) = max(x; y) + log(1 + e jx yj); (2.33)
where x and y represent the modulated encoded bits and received intrinsic in-
formation with noise, respectively. Sometimes, the expression log(1 + e jx yj) is
approximated using a constant or ignored.
2.6 The Eects of the Interleaver
Due to the impairments of the signal transmission that are caused by the multipath
fading channel, the received signal arrives at a dierent phase and with distortion.
In addition, UWA channels suer from ambient noise and other burst noise (e.g.
ship engine noise, noise of sh and humans). All of these impairments result in a
dependency among successive symbol transmission. That is, the disturbances cause
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errors that occur in burst rather than individual events. This case is an example of
the channel with memory which cannot be considered as a single random bit error
and it causes degradation in error performance. Therefore, such burst errors of the
channel are dealt with by the use of interleaving. The idea behind the employment
of interleaving the coded bits before transmission and a corresponding deinterleaving
after reception is to spread in time the burst errors caused by the deep fade of the
channel, hence translating them into random errors, and thus enabling the FEC to
work eectively in correcting burst errors [71].
In this thesis, the aim is to use a BICM-ID as a tool to mitigate bursts of channel
error. The iterative decoding algorithms are derived assuming that all input LLRs
to the SISO modules are reliable. However, the system performance degrades when
the Doppler eect exists. When trying to detect a particular code bit and calculate
its output LLR, a SISO module uses the input LLRs for the nearby code bits in
the computations. This means that the correlation between nearby input LLRs will
cause performance degradation and hence this scrambling operation is necessary
between the SISO modules.
There has been much focus on interleaver design regarding BICM-ID and pro-
cessing of the signals [72] and [73]. Considering BICM-ID for a time-varying channel
is dicult because the inner code, i.e. the channel, cannot be considered as known
when designing the interleaver. The interleaver should therefore be as random as
possible. Since the focus of this work is to deal with the Doppler eect and tackling
the channel by designing BICM-ID system as a tool, therefore it is considered that
the bit redistribution pattern is known by the receiver for the purpose of deinter-
leaving before decoding. Furthermore, the proposed system uses a block interleaver,
implying that the interleaver operates on a block of coded bits at a time. Unless
otherwise stated, the length of the interleaver is assumed to be equal to the length
of the codeword.
2.7 DSP platform selection issues
Selecting the most appropriate DSP processor and tackling a real-time signal is an
important issue. Programmable DSP is more exible, of a lower cost and a higher
speed than other processors, so it has become the best solution for many commu-
nication, medical, and industrial products because traditional microprocessors are
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Figure 2.8: SHARC ADSP-21364.
inappropriate for such applications. The main aspects of selecting a DSP processor
are as follows: data format, memory bandwidth, CPU architecture, and million in-
teger operation per second (MIPS) or million oating point operations (MFLOPS)
[74].
In terms of data format, xed point DSPs are generally cheaper, but produce
higher quantization noise. This will be added to the signal and lower the signal to
noise ratio of the system. In addition, extra code has to be written to overcome the
overow or underow and the programmer should be aware of what scaling needs
to take place. In comparison, oating point devices have better precision, a higher
dynamic range, and a shorter development cycle [74].
As there is iterative decoding in the suggested receiver and the algorithm spends
most of the execution time, especially the SISO algorithm because of the add com-
pare select (ACS), it is important to take advantage of some of the available ar-
chitecture, such as super Harvard architecture (SHARC), as shown in Fig. (2.8),
because it includes an instruction cache in the central processing unit (CPU) and
has split instruction and data buses. This feature is important with regard to avoid-
ing any conict between data and instruction transfer during the fetch cycle, and
to ensure the program memory does not have to be accessed for the instructions to
be restored. Consequently, all of the memory for CPU information transfers can be
accomplished in a single cycle, which results in a high memory access bandwidth.
Additionally, on-chip memory is a key factor to be considered when deciding which
DSP device to use, because the memory should be sucient enough to hold the
digitized samples.
The third aspect of selecting a DSP is the CPU architecture. For instance, tradi-
tional architecture uses single memory for both data and instruction, whereas some
DSPs have very long instruction word (VLIW) core architectures; thus they execute
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Table 2.1: DMA operation
Receive Process Transmit
Block A - -
Block B Block A -
Block C Block B Block A
Block A Block C Block B
Block B Block A Block C
Block C Block B Block A
multiple instructions in parallel, resulting in fast operations. However, these types
of architectures [75] dissipate more power than conventional DSP architectures. In
contrast, SHARC has been improved by using separate memories for data and in-
struction. In addition, it includes a high speed I/O controller to support direct
memory access (DMA). Furthermore, SHARC utilises shadow registers for all the
CPU's registers. They are used to accomplish the interrupt quickly by moving the
entire register contents to these registers in a single clock cycle.
SHARC ADSP-21364 has been selected to use the direct memory access (DMA)
chaining facility, which allows the DMA controller to auto-initialize itself between
multiple DMA transfers. A section of internal memory, called the transfer control
block (TCB), is where the DMA attributes are stored for each DMA operation.
A chain pointer is also associated with each DMA operation. Basically, the chain
pointer (an address to a TCB) links one DMA operation to the next. To properly set
up and initiate a chained DMA, the TCBs should rst be set up with the appropriate
attribute information. To enable the chained DMA, the DMA enable and chain
enable bits in the corresponding DMA control register should be set simultaneously.
The DMA controller will auto-initialize itself with the rst TCB, then start the rst
transfer. When this transfer is over, if the current chain pointer register is non-zero,
it will be used as a pointer to a new TCB and the process will begin again as shown
in Table 2.1.
The challenge of any oating point architecture for the purpose of real-time
application is the number of operations that can be carried out simultaneously. A
benchmark has been used to express the speed of a microprocessor as a number.
For example, [74] has pointed out that oating point devices can be specied by
MFLOPS and MIPS to specify xed point devices. This gauge is useful only in terms
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Table 2.2: Receiver operation
Receiver stages Additions Multiplications
BPF 49 50
Symbol likelihood 102 31
Decoding 4698 627
of a single, known, processor architecture; so MIPS and MFLOPS is misleading [76]
because the amount of processing required by an instruction can vary depending on
the instruction format of that processor. Also, it ignores subscripting, memory trac
and the countless other overheads associated with program execution. However,
it is useful to determine the minimum specications of the platform. Therefore,
in the current application, eorts have been focused on how many operations are
performed in the receiver, where it contains the most complex parts such as iterative
ACS in the SISO decoder. Table 2.2 demonstrates the number of operations (add
and multiply) required for each stage in the receiver. It is noticeable from this
table that the minimum number of operations are in the band pass lter (BPF) and
maximum number of operations in the decoding stage. Therefore, using available
DSPs could help in calibrating the system and make a rst estimation of the required
specication of the proposed system.
2.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter provides a background of a coded CP-OFDM system with an overview
of the channel characteristics for wireless communication systems. A feature of the
OFDM BICM-ID system is provided with a comparison in terms of performance
against an uncoded OFDM system. The main characteristics of a multipath chan-
nel are explained. The key points in selecting the DSP platform are discussed in
detail. Based on these aspects, the selection of an ADSP-21364 SHARC processor
is justied.
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Low-complexity symbol-by-symbol
Doppler shift compensation
In this chapter, low-complexity Doppler shift compensation techniques for OFDM-
based UWAC receivers are proposed. Three techniques are demonstrated in this
chapter in order to establish a base for developing further Doppler shift compensation
algorithms. The rst method is based on a one-shot estimation that independently
manipulates the Doppler shift for each OFDM symbol within the packet. The second
approach presents an algorithm to cope with a time variation of the Doppler shift
between each OFDM symbol, depending on its preceding neighbours' values. This
algorithm relies on the concept of the nearest neighbour rule to facilitate smoothing
between symbols, and a dynamic symbol synchronization point to update the time
scaling factor. To accomplish this, an adaptation step is derived, involving the
weight of the nearest neighbour's time scaling in estimating the integer part of the
re-sampling factor. The fractional part of the Doppler frequency shift is considered
as a CFO. Based on this, a proposed approach that accommodates a broadband
Doppler shift is devised. This algorithm exploits the integer and the fractional part
of the time expansion/compression measured within a fraction of a sample period
in each OFDM to jointly estimate the Doppler shift and its residual.
All aforementioned methods, instead of utilizing the whole guard interval, have
exploited a nite length window of the cyclic prex for correlation in each OFDM
symbol in order to estimate the Doppler shift frequently. No iterative computation
is required for the interpolation factor estimation. Furthermore, the proposed al-
gorithms need to only buer one OFDM frame before data demodulation, instead
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Figure 3.1: Proposed transmitter structure, where the operator < represents the
real part of the signal .
of buering the whole data packet. Thus, it demands a lesser degree of complex-
ity and memory requirements. Moreover, all proposed techniques rely on a single
preamble of a packet consisting of multiple OFDM symbols to detect the start of
the packet; hence, the throughput is increased. An experiment was conducted in the
North Sea during 2009 and the algorithms were compared with the block Doppler
compensation technique. Results revealed that there is variation in speed during the
packet time; therefore, the proposed system surpasses the block technique. It was
conrmed that the time scaling factor of the adaptive system was estimated for each
OFDM symbol, whereas the block approach failed in estimating these variations.
3.1 OFDM system description
3.1.1 System and channel models
The proposed system to be investigated contains the transmitter depicted in Fig.3.1.
At each instant i, the encoder receives a vector of information bits bi of length Kd
at its input to produce a binary code of length Kc = Kd=Rc encoded bits, where
Rc 2 (0; 1] is the coding rate of NSC code. The coded bits are permuted by a random
interleaver, then converted in groups of m successive bits into alphabet symbols of
constellation size M = 2m. This mapping operation generates a sequence of Nd =
Kc=m : s = fs0::::sNd 1g, where si 2 C and C denotes the set of complex symbols.
Subsequently, in the OFDM symbol to be constructed, pilot symbols of phase shift
keying (PSK) with unit amplitude are embedded with the data symbols in a comb
method. These pilot symbols are used for the purpose of channel response estimation
at the receiver. A PAPR reduction is introduced using the SLM technique [50]. To
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implement this technique, a sequence of phasesU are added in the transmitted signal
to be multiplied by the input data sequences and the symbol sequence of minimum
PAPR is selected for transmission. The resulting OFDM symbol, containing Np
pilots and Nd data-bearing sub-carriers, where Nd+Np = Nc, is then modulated by
an IFFT of size Nc and the last samples are copied and prefaced to the symbol to
form the CP-OFDM frame. The guard interval of length Ng is chosen to be longer
than the channel dispersion time in order to minimize the inter-symbol interference
(ISI). The resulting frame is pulse shaped, using a pulse shape lter (PSF), and then
up-converted using carrier modulation. Let Td denote the OFDM symbol duration
and Tg the guard interval. The total OFDM frame duration is T = Td + Tg. Let
fn = fc+nf , being the carrier frequency corresponding to each of the sub-carriers of
the OFDM spectrum, where f = 1=Td is the frequency separation between alternate
sub-carriers and fc is the carrier frequency, so the bandwidth is B = Ncf . The
time-domain representation of the ith OFDM symbol is given by
xi(t) =
1p
Nc
X
n2I
di(n)u
opt
i (n)e
j2 n
Td
(t Tg iT )prc(t  iT );
for iT  t < (i+ 1)T;
(3.1)
where di(n) is the symbol transmitted over the nth sub-carrier, U
opt is the optimum
phase set [ui(1); ui(2); ::::ui(n)] for lower PAPR with ui(n) = e
j'n , 'n 2 [0; 2], I
denotes the set of modulated sub-carriers and prc(t  iT ) is the pulse shaping lter,
which is realized as an up-sampled raised cosine FIR lter. An equivalent passband
model of (3.1) is
x(t) = <
(
ej2fct
1X
i=0
1p
Nc
X
n2I
di(n)u
opt
i (n)e
j2 n
Td
(t Tg iT )prc(t  iT )
)
;
= <
( 1X
i=0
1p
Nc
X
n2I
di(n)u
opt
i (n)e
j2fn(t Tg iT )prc(t  iT )
)
;
(3.2)
It is assumed that the signal is transmitted over a multipath fading channel charac-
terized by
h(; t) =
L 1X
l=0
hl(t)[   l(t)]; (3.3)
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where hl(t) are the path amplitudes, l(t) are the time-varying path delays and L
is the total number of paths. As in [12], we assume the path delay l and the gains
hl are constant over the frame duration T . For perfect OFDM synchronization, and
providing that the maximum delay spread is within the guard interval, the received
passband signal can be written as
~r(t) =<
(
1p
Nc
X
n2I
di(n)u
opt
i (n)e
j2fnt

L 1X
l=0
hl prc(t  l)e j2fnl
)
+ ~wi(t);
(3.4)
where wi(t) is a white Gaussian noise with variance 
2; hence down-conversion and
removing the CP yields the received baseband signals which are thus expressed by
r(n) =
1X
i=0
X
n2I
Hi(n)xi(n) + wi(n); (3.5)
3.1.2 Doppler shift in wideband communication
When the Doppler is present, a transmitted signal is received as:
r(t) = x[(1 v
c
)t  l]; (3.6)
where the (+) sign indicates an expansion of the signal since the distance is increased
and vice versa. The magnitude of the spectrum of r(t) can be written as
jR(f)j = jX[ f
(1 v=c) ]j: (3.7)
Sampling at an integer multiple of the carrier frequency assuming zero Doppler and
replacing the time index with k gives
r(k) = x(
k
fs
  l): (3.8)
With Doppler, the received signal is then given by
r(k) = x[
k(1 v
c
)
fs
  l]; (3.9)
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Adjusting the sampling frequency by the same Doppler shift gives a new sampling
frequency of
f 0s = fs(1
v
c
); (3.10)
which forms a new received signal
r0(k) = x[
k(1 v
c
)
f 0s
  l]; (3.11)
Substituting (3.10) in (3.11) yields,
r0(k) = x(
k
fs
  l) = r(k): (3.12)
At this point the results are identical and processing of the data can proceed as in
the zero Doppler case.
For narrow-band signals, (i:e; fc >> B), Doppler shift translates all OFDM
sub-carriers by the same amount of carrier frequency, whereas in the case of wide-
band signals, (fc = 1:5B), Doppler shift translates each sub-carrier by a dierent
amount. Let Ts be the sampling period: in such a case, the Doppler eect is modelled
in discrete time as a complete sampling period scaling (interpolation or decimation)
of the signal waveform [8]
r[kTs] = x[k(1)Ts]; (3.13)
where, k is an integer, and x(kTs), r(kTs), are the sampled signals transmitted and
Doppler shifted received sampled signals, respectively. This wide-band model results
in an inevitable symbol timing error and CFO. Equivalent to (3.13), the Doppler
shifted received frame is modelled by
L0f = (Lf  ); (3.14)
where Lf =
Nc
BTs represents the transmitted passband samples' length and L
0
f is
the Doppler shifted received passband samples' length. To remove both CFO and
symbol shift, an inverse time scaling of the received (compressed/expanded) signal
should be achieved, providing that the amount of Doppler shift  is known. This is
equivalent to changing the sampling rate of the passband signal by 1+ in discrete-
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time processing. From (3.14), it can be inferred that increasing or decreasing the
length of samples is equivalent to re-sampling the sampling frequency fs by 1 + ;
thus an equivalent to (3.13) is rewritten as
fs = f
0
s=(1): (3.15)
We assume that all paths have a similar , therefore the received signal in (3.4)
can be rewritten as
~r(t) =<
(
1p
Nc
X
n2I
di(n)u
opt
i (n)e
j2fn(1+)t

L 1X
l=0
hl prc((1 + )t  l)e j2fnl
)
+ ~wi(t);
(3.16)
The passband signal model in (3.16) is modulated at fc, thus the corresponding
baseband model r(t) such that ~r(t) = <r(t)  ej2fct	 can be written as
r(t) =
X
n2I
di(n)u
opt
i (n)e
j2nft ej2fnt

L 1X
l=0
hl prc[(1 + )t  l] e j2fnl + wi(t)
=
1X
i=0
X
n2I
Hi(n)di(n)u
opt
i (n)e
j2nftej2fnt + wi(t);
(3.17)
where Hi(n) is the channel transfer function of the ith symbol at nth sub-carrier
and can be written as
Hi(n) =
L 1X
l=0
hl e
 j2fnl prc [(1 + )t  l)] : (3.18)
3.2 Doppler compensation techniques
3.2.1 Block length-based Doppler compensation
In order to compensate the Doppler shift on a received signal, it is necessary to adopt
a method that is capable of estimating the interpolation factor and then apply its
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Figure 3.2: Open loop Doppler correction.
inverse on the received signal. This system is shown in Fig. (3.2) [8]. This approach
provides a generic preprocessor that can be used with wide-band receiver structures.
The interpolator structure can be used either on bandpass or baseband signals.
For a complex baseband interpolator structure, the carrier frequency oset must
be removed prior to demodulation. Baseband interpolation oers a considerable
computational saving for relatively narrow-band signals; however, for an underwater
communication system, which is inherently broadband, this saving is not signicant.
CHIRP
LFM
CHIRP
DATA PACKET
LFM
Ttp → Trp
Figure 3.3: Packet length measurement using chirp correlation.
Therefore, the target is to estimate the interpolation factor  precisely. In
[8], a novel block length-based approach was presented in order to estimate the
Doppler shift for single carrier transmission by comparing a prior knowledge of the
transmitted data packet duration (Ttp) with the received Doppler shifted packet
(Trp), as shown in Fig. (3.3). The Doppler shift estimate ^ can be written as
^ =
Trp
Ttp
  1: (3.19)
This equation can be considered as a coarse estimation of the Doppler shift for both
single and multi-carriers transmission.
Block length-based algorithm can be summarised for an OFDM system as follows:
1. Design a chirp signal of duration  50 ms with a bandwidth in the range
[fc  B=2; fc +B=2].
2. Formulate a packet that contains 10 OFDM symbols with a chirp at the pre
and post-amble. A silent period of the same LFM duration is set after and
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Figure 3.4: Receiver structure of the proposed system.
before the pre-amble and post-amble, respectively.
3. For simulation purposes, set an array of dierent speeds in accordance with
each OFDM symbol in the transmitted packet.
4. FIR correlate the received signal with the LFM signal to detect the maximum
peaks that associate the pre-amble and post-amble chirps.
5. Apply (3.19) to estimate the interpolation factor.
In the block length based approach, the resolution of the Doppler shift estimation
is proportionate to the packet duration. It is worth mentioning that this approach
is very accurate for a xed speed situation, in which the estimated speed represents
the average or the mid-point of the packet. However, this case is not pragmatic, par-
ticularly in a medium range, where the Doppler spreads are already found undersea,
regardless of the system's mobility [4]. Additionally, in the OFDM systems, as the
sub-carriers' bandwidths are mostly tight, such a method is not considered due to
the residual Doppler shift or CFO impairments. Therefore, all suggested techniques
in this thesis consider the CFO to achieve reliable communication.
3.2.2 One-shot Doppler shift compensation
The receiver structure of the suggested technique is depicted in Fig. (3.4). In the
preprocessing stage, a bandpass lter 8-16 kHz is designed to remove unwanted
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sidelobes. After bandpass ltering, the received samples are passed through a FIR-
correlator to detect the start of the packet. The resulting Doppler shifted samples
~r[k(1 + )] are then given as input to the Doppler extraction unit (DEU).
In one-shot algorithm, the Doppler shift is estimated on symbol-by-symbol basis
and independently. This method estimates the Doppler shift and its CFO based
on the estimated Doppler shift ^ of the current OFDM symbol only, regardless of
a change in the speed from symbol to symbol during the packet time. In order to
estimate the re-sampling parameter ^, the DEU mentioned earlier is designed to
comprise two main stages that are employed as a preprocessor for all techniques in
this chapter. These stages will be explained in detail in the following sections.
3.2.2.1 Coarse Doppler estimation
Due to the Doppler eect, errors in the symbol timing will be increased or decreased
proportionally to . To align the symbol within its period, samples should be
removed, if ( > 0), or added, if ( < 0), at regular intervals [77]. For an OFDM
symbol with Nc =1024 sub-carriers and  =0.0013, the OFDM symbol drift will be
15.97 samples per OFDM symbol, which is equivalent to a Doppler shift of 15.6
Hz. Therefore, with these samples' drift, there is no need to consider the whole CP
window; hence a massive reduction in complexity is obtained.
Accordingly, the redundancy introduced by the guard interval is exploited and
the drift in the received passband samples is measured by correlating the rst
Ng samples with the anticipated observation window denoted by . Let ~rg =
[r[0]:::r[Ng]] be a vector of Ng received samples, known as guard vector, ~r be a
vector of the received samples within the observation window and  denote the
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frame synchronization point, as shown in Fig. (3.5), therefore
rD = [ +Nc   (
2
) + i;  +Nc +Ng   (
2
) + i]; (3.20)
is the search range of the useful block, where  is an even integer and 8i 2 . In
(3.20), it is apparent that when i = (
2
), the OFDM symbol is received within its
period; otherwise the frame length drifts by  samples. In the proposed estimator,
the covariance between ~rg and ~r is exploited through the observation window to
detect the peaks  as
(i) = j
Ng 1X
n=0
~rg(n) ~r
( + n+Nc + i)j; (3.21)
where both ~rg and ~r are real samples. It should be noted that the envelope of the
correlation must be smoothed in order to improve detection.
3.2.2.2 Peak localization
Undesired correlation sidelobes are produced due to the inhomogeneities of the signal
fragment window rD with the guard interval. These inhomogeneities occur due to
the correlation of dierent data symbols which are aected by the existence of ISI.
Consequently, the correlation produces uncertainty in the peak location, depending
on the channel conditions. This time position uncertainty in the maximum peak will
pose signicant uctuation in estimating the symbol timing oset. To tackle this
random process, the proposed algorithm adopts a threshold and utilizes a weighted
centroid algorithm [78]. It is assumed that  th represents this threshold. Due to the
diculty of determining  th analytically, it has been chosen empirically,
 th =
max fg
2
: (3.22)
Thus, all peaks that exceed this threshold are accumulated in a temporary buer wi.
This will enable the positional approximation of the weights within the split-buer
to be determined. Let i be a vector of these time positions; hence the coordinates
of all peaks that attain  th can be formulated as
i = arg f(i) >  thg ; i = 1 : : : n: (3.23)
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After the peak's locations have been gathered, along with its corresponding
weight, the goal is to estimate the unknown position P^ (i; yi) of the maximum
Doppler shift which is equivalent to the time expansion/compression in the OFDM
frame. Let yi denote the weights wi (amplitude) reserved in a split-buer which cor-
responds to each location; it follows that the time position of the maximum Doppler
shift can be approximated as
P^ (;w) =
Pn
i=1wiiPn
i=1wi
; (3.24)
and this correlational behaviour is called localization [79]. It should be stressed that
the estimation error of P^ (; y) results in timing misalignment and, consequently, it
degrades the FFT demodulation.
In order to estimate the time scaling factor, it is necessary to estimate the timing
oset of the OFDM block ^, which can be derived based on (3.24) as
^ = (

2
)  P^ (;w): (3.25)
This timing metric is estimated independently on a symbol-by-symbol basis. In the
case of no gradient, a unique Doppler shift estimation for each symbol, based on
the estimated timing oset, is a feasible solution. However, in a worse case such as
velocity acceleration, this approach does not hold because the timing oset changes
over time. The next section will present this situation.
The Doppler shift manifests itself as a complete time expansion/compression,
therefore it can be estimated using (3.25)
^ =
Lf
Lf  ^
; (3.26)
where the transmitted frame length Lf is known. For the sake of simplicity, only
the sign (+) will be considered in this chapter. The parameter in (3.26) represents
the Doppler shift based on a one shot estimation that can be divided into an integer
part in order to re-sample the received signal and a fractional part for CFO.
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3.2.3 Adaptive Doppler compensation
So far, the timing metric and its associated Doppler shift, have been estimated on a
symbol-by-symbol basis and assumed to be independent; thus it was called one-shot
algorithm. An alternative adaptive system is suggested in order to estimate these
parameters in accordance with their preceding neighbours' values. This approach
aims to design a basis that can accommodate a more realistic situation than one-
shot algorithm by considering the speed change between OFDM symbols. As in the
preceding scheme, the coarse Doppler shift is estimated using (3.26). On the other
hand, by utilizing the concept of the nearest neighbour rule [80], this Doppler shift is
further performed to deal with a slow Doppler variation during the OFDM symbol.
To formulate the adaptation step, the following assumption is adopted:
Assumption 1 : Due to the Doppler shift, the OFDM symbol could be expanded
towards the far edge or compressed in the opposite direction. That means estimating
the average Doppler shift (i.e., at the middle) as in the block length-based approach
is not hold.
In both cases, the edge between the current symbol and its nearest neighbour
should be smoothed to mitigate both the channel and the noise eects. After taking
into consideration a set ofN OFDM symbols, the adaptation equation for the symbol
timing is
^(n) =
p 1X
p=0
W (n  p)^(n  p); (3.27)
where W (n   p) is a weighting coecients vector of p 2 N symbols. The rst
symbol, which is estimated in (3.25), excludes this equation as it contributed to the
initialization process. Thus, start initializing ^(n  1)=0, ^(n  2)=0, and for each
OFDM symbol repeat
^(n  2) = ^(n  1); ^(n  1) = ^(n): (3.28)
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3.2.3.1 Weighting coecients
Although there are many possible choices of weights W in the literature [81], the
weighting coecients in this approach have been chosen in accordance with the
concept of nearest neighbour rule [80] and the premised acceleration. To be more
specic, the following assumption should be taken into consideration:
Assumption 2 : If the OFDM symbol time Td is 256 ms, then it needs approx-
imately 4Td to accelerate the speed to (1 m/s), providing the initial speed is zero
and the acceleration is (1 m /s2).
From this assumption, we can infer that the maximum speed in each OFDM
symbol is approximately 0.25 m/s, i.e., within the symbol time. This leads to the
use of the concept of nearest neighbour rule [80], where the cardinality [81] is propor-
tional to how close the neighbour symbol is to the current one. This is practically
true and therefore assigning the nearest symbol (n  1) higher weight, means that
its reliability is high on the assumption that the Doppler shift is variable from sym-
bol to symbol, while the weight decreases with time. All of these assumptions are
made because the change of the Doppler shift, or the symbol timing oset between
previous OFDM symbols, will contribute to predicting the subsequent values; hence,
resorting to involve preceding symbols in order to reinforce the estimation accuracy
of the current parameters. Consequently, each OFDM symbol can be assigned a
weight; however, this is inexpedient due to the convergence speed. Alternatively,
a dedicated group of symbols from the transmitted packet is considered as shown
in Fig. (3.6). This group consists of only the information related to the two previ-
ous symbols' timing metric with their weights to be involved in estimating the new
timing metric. This weighting vector of tripartite coecients should satisfy
0 < Wi < 1;
pX
i=1
Wi = 1 8i 2 n;W (n  p) = 0 if p =2 N; (3.29)
where, p represents the number of symbols in the group. Therefore, smoothing ^ in
(3.27) by using the coecients in (3.29) contributes to improvements in the Doppler
shift estimation. It is worth mentioning that these weighting coecients can also
be utilized to smooth the Doppler shift and the following sections will discuss this
case.
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3.2.3.2 Fractional CFO Estimation
Thus far, only the time scaling factor has been estimated. Based on this factor,
the coarse estimation of the Doppler frequency shift, as shown in Fig. (3.4), is then
approximated as
F^d (coa) = (1  ^)fc: (3.30)
This parameter represents the integer part of the Doppler shift obtained by the
adaptive algorithm as shown in Fig. (3.4)(a), where it is assigned a dashed square.
In order to only re-sample the integer part, this coarse estimate is quantized. Let
b:c denote rounding toward the lower integer, then Fd (quant) = bF^d (coa) + 0:5c, and
^new =
fc   F^d (quant)
fc
: (3.31)
An ecient sample-by-sample linear interpolation method is used in the receiver to
re-sample the OFDM block with a re-sampling factor ^new. r
0
k can be expressed
mathematically as
r0(k) = (n   1) ~rm0+1 +n ~rm0 ; (3.32)
where m0 2 f1; 3; 5:::g, k 2 f1; 2; 3:::g and n = 1 for n = 1.
The subsequent stage is to compute the residual Doppler shift ^ based on the
coarse frequency estimation.
^ = F^d (coa)   Fd (quant): (3.33)
After re-sampling and CFO compensation, the channel estimation was implemented
using the least square (LS) method.
It is obvious from (3.30) and (3.33) that the carrier frequency contributes in the
estimation of the Doppler shift and then in the estimation of its residual. How-
ever, involving the carrier frequency in estimating such parameters for a channel
of a broadband nature results in an inaccurate approximation of these parameters;
therefore, an ICI is produced and, consequently, it is necessary to resort to exploit-
ing the sample time expansion/compression in order to increase the accuracy and
ultimately improve performance.
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3.2.4 Proposed Doppler shift compensation
Unlike preceding schemes, the proposed technique derives the Doppler shift based
on a sampling frequency estimate.
As the Doppler shift is evidenced by a frame time expansion/compression [8], it
can be inferred that the rate of sampling frequency will be changed. Accordingly,
joining the samples' drift, in estimating the Doppler shift and CFO, is now feasible.
To accomplish this, let  be the sampling frequency oset of one sample drift caused
by an expansion, which can be formulated as
 = fs(
Lf + 1
Lf
)  fs; (3.34)
therefore, the relative sampling frequency oset 	^ is given by
	^ =
(1  ^)fs

; (3.35)
where the coarse Doppler shift is approximated as in (3.26). Clearly, a  6= 1 causes
a sampling frequency error; hence a drift in the symbol timing. Therefore, the
relative oset in (3.35) represents the samples' drift which causes the timing error.
To perform Doppler shift compensation, the samples' drift is exploited and divided
into an integer part and a fractional part. The integer part, 	^(I) is used to estimate
a new interpolation factor and is given by
^0 =
Lf   	^(I)
Lf
; (3.36)
where 	^(I) = b	^c is rounded toward the lower integer.
At the same time, the fractional part 	^(F) is exploited to estimate the CFO,
where the fractional deviation of the samples' drift is approximated as
	^(F) = (	^  	^(I)); (3.37)
It can be noticed that the main factor which destroys the orthogonality is the
fractional drift of the sub-carrier spacing f . This is based on the misalignment of
the symbol which degrades the FFT demodulation and consequently an inter-carrier
interference (ICI) will result.
Hence, estimating the fractional drift in (3.37) is crucial to the approximation of
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the CFO, where
^ = 	^(F)    (fc
fs
); (3.38)
is the residual Doppler shift. Subsequently, compensating for ^ in (3.16) after re-
sampling, we obtain
~r(t) = ~r(t)e j2^; (3.39)
where in this case, the orthogonality is preserved. It should be stressed that this is
an approximation of the ICI free received signal.
3.2.4.1 Doppler shift variation adjustment
Due to the wideband nature of the UA channels, each sub-carrier will be shifted
non-uniformly [12]. Furthermore, if the relative velocity between the innermost and
the outermost edge of the symbol were not constant (i.e., with acceleration) over
the symbol duration, then an error in Doppler estimation will result and will need
to be considered. Hence, adjusting this velocity perturbation necessitates frequent
estimations of the re-sampling factor or reduction of the symbol length. However,
in OFDM signal design there is a trade-o between the number of sub-carriers,
carrier frequency, scaling factor resolution and complexity. In such cases, reducing
the symbol length does not only cause a reduction in the bandwidth eciency, but
also mitigates the immunity against the ISI. In this method, there is a compromise
between these system specications. These circumstances of speed variations are
dealt with by employing weighting coecients to smooth the edges between symbols.
These coecients are chosen based on the principle of the nearest neighbour rule,
discussed earlier. Consider a set of N OFDM symbols; the adaptation equation for
the Doppler shift is
^(n) =
p 1X
p=0
W (n  p)^(n  p); (3.40)
where W (n   p) is a weighting coecients vector of p 2 N symbols. The Doppler
shift of the rst symbol, which is estimated in (3.36), excludes this equation as it
contributes to the initialization process. Thus, start initializing ^(n  1)=0, ^(n 
2)=0, and for each OFDM symbol time n repeat Algorithm 1. The receiver then
re-samples the OFDM symbol with a re-sampling factor obtained after smoothing.
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input : Set weighting coecients W1, W2, W3 such that
P
Wi = 1
output: A smoothed Doppler shift ^0n
Temp ^0n// <Temp is a temporary buffer>
if Flag > 1 then // <Flag represents the symbol index>
^0n  ^0nW1 + ^0n  1W2 + ^0n  2 W3
else
if Flag = 1 then
^0n  ^0nW1 + ^0n  1W2
end
end
^0n  2  ^0n  1; ^0n  1  Temp
Algorithm 1: Smothing algorithm
Algorithm 1 is also applied to smooth the timing oset ^. It is worth pointing out
that the weighting coecients W1, W2 and W3 are empirically obtained.
3.2.4.2 Fine timing estimation
There is a noticeable degradation in the FFT demodulation due to the fractional
part  which accompanies ^ in (3.9). Accordingly, this part is considered for the
purpose of updating the synchronization point . Therefore, starting with  ^
[0]
m=0,
and then for each OFDM symbol m in the packet, repeat
^m = ^m +  ^m; (3.41a)
^m+1 = ^m + b^mc+ Lf ; (3.41b)
 ^m = ^m   b^mc; (3.41c)
where the operator b:c denotes truncation to the nearest integer.
3.2.4.3 Channel estimation and decoding
After re-sampling and CFO compensation, the channel estimation is implemented
using the least square (LS) method.
H^p(n) = D[Xp(n)]
 1Yp(n); n = 0 : : : Np   1; (3.42)
where H^p(n) are the estimated pilot channel values, D[Xp(n)] is a diagonal matrix
constructed using the known transmitted pilot symbols, and Yp(n) are the received
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Table 3.1: Correlation complexity estimates.
Operation Proposed
Add 8
Multiply Ng 
pilot symbols after the FFT operation. After removing the channel eect, the signal
is then passed through the soft de-mapper to produce the extrinsic estimates to be
deinterleaved and then applied to the BCJR algorithm in order to decode convo-
lutional codes. The output of the BCJR in the rst iteration is fed to the cyclic-
redundancy-check (CRC). Accordingly, the symbols with errors can be corrected
by re-encoding the detected information from the rst iteration. This procedure is
called BICM-ID.
3.2.4.4 Complexity analysis
It is now appropriate to consider the computational complexity of (3.20) and (3.21)
for the proposed method in estimating the Doppler shift. In this analysis, a con-
ventional approach is followed where the number of operations, such as addition
and multiplication, are counted as a benchmark for this purpose. It is worth point-
ing out that the proposed algorithm is implemented in passband, and therefore the
benchmark for real operations only. Furthermore, the proposed method requires no
iteration to estimate the Doppler shift. Table 3.1 shows the complexity estimation
of the proposed technique.
3.3 Simulation Results
The performance of the proposed system was tested over a multipath channel im-
pulse response, h(n) = 0:6708(n)+ 0:5(n  1)+ 0:3873(n  2)+ 0:3162(n  3)+
0:2236(n 4), and the corresponding delays at time n to n 4 were 0; 2:5; 5; 7:5; 10
ms. In these simulations, transmission was organized in packets of equal duration,
each containing single 50 ms LFM followed by a 12.5 ms silent period, and then
10 CP-OFDM frames as shown in Fig (3.7). A total of 8920 information bits were
transmitted in each setting. The carrier frequency was set to 12 kHz, whereas the
sampling frequency was fs = 4fc. Nc =1024 sub-carriers were used along with
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16 ms
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B
= 272 ms
Copy
12.5 ms
3
Figure 3.7: Packet structure for Nc = 1024.
bandwidth B =4 kHz, which led to a sub-carrier spacing of 3.90625 Hz. The guard
interval was set as Tg =16 ms. A rate 1/2 NSC code and interleaver was adopted
in this simulation to map 892 data bits to 1792 interleaved bits. The achieved data
rate [82] was 3.2794 kb/s
R =
RcNdlog2M
Tg + Td
; (3.43)
and the bandwidth utilization factor was 0.8198 bits/sec/Hz for the QPSK modu-
lation scheme.
% =
R
B
bits/sec/Hz: (3.44)
Fig. (3.8) shows the performance comparison of the CP-based Doppler shift
compensation between one-shot and the algorithm in [1]. The channel frequency
and phase responses are depicted in Fig. (3.8)(a) and used for both algorithms
to unify the comparison. It can be shown that the centroid-based normalization of
the CP-based correlation in estimating the Doppler shift outperforms the estimation
algorithm in [1]. In addition, due to the computational unlimited search on the angle
of the correlation, it can be inferred that the proposed scheme reduces complexity
and is more pragmatic than [1]. Fig. (3.9) shows the CP-correlation output in
the proposed scheme and its smoothing to improve the detection of the maximum
peaks. However, these correlation peaks are aected by the ISI and the Doppler
shift variation between symbols.
A comparison between the proposed system and the block Doppler technique
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Figure 3.8: Performance comparison between one-shot algorithm and the algorithm
proposed by Kim in [1].
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Figure 3.9: Anticipated correlation window before and after smoothing for packet
1, symbol 3 at speed -0.25 m/s from the experiment.
was made using variable and xed speeds during the packet time. To investigate
each OFDM symbol, an array of speeds was set to equal [1 1 1 2 2 2 0.5 0 1 1] and
[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1] m/s for both variable and xed speeds, respectively.
The BERs of the simulation are plotted in Fig.3.10, which indicates that the block
Doppler compensation technique outperforms adaptive approach by about 2 dB in
a xed speed and moderate SNR. This is because the length of time left between
two LFMs increases the resolution of the average scaling factor estimate; hence,
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Figure 3.10: Performance comparison between the adaptive scheme and block
Doppler compensation for xed and variable speeds.
the Doppler shift estimate at the mid-point is approximately equal to the actual
speed. Furthermore, since the bandwidth is comparable to the carrier frequency in
a broadband Doppler shift, it follows that employing this frequency in estimating the
CFO cannot be accounted by the receiver. On the other hand, the block technique
fails to track the Doppler variation from symbol to symbol because the average
estimate is no longer capable of tracking the variation between each OFDM symbol.
3.4 Experimental Results
3.4.1 Experiment setup
During the summer of 2009, an experiment was conducted in the North Sea to
evaluate the system performance. The trial setup is illustrated in Fig. (3.11). The
transmitter and receiver were set at 10 and 5 m from the sea surface, respectively.
The transmitter power was set to 180 dB re 1Pa. There was a rapid time varying
multipath channel in that area due to the hard surface of the seabed. In the trial,
transmission was organized in packets of equal duration, each containing one 50 ms
LFM followed by a 12.5 ms silent period, and then 10 CP-OFDM frames. A total
of 8920 information bits were transmitted in each setting. A total of 20 packets of
2.795 s were sent. The carrier frequency was set to 12 kHz, whereas the sampling
frequency was 4fc. 1024 sub-carriers were employed and the system bandwidth was
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Figure 3.11: Conguration of the experiment in the North Sea.
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Figure 3.12: Bit error rate over each packet of 8920 bits.
4 kHz, which led to a sub-carrier spacing of 3.90625 Hz. The guard interval was set
as Tg =16 ms.
3.4.2 Performance evaluation
Fig. (3.12) shows the BERs performance comparisons of the block, one-shot and
adaptive techniques. It is obvious from this gure and claried in Table 3.3 that
the adaptive algorithm which employs the weighting coecients outperforms block
length-based and one-shot methods by 83.6383, 63.9932 %, respectively. At the
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same time, Table 3.3 shows that one-shot algorithm surpasses block length-based
approach by 54.5594 %. It can be seen from Fig. (3.12) that only the packets (12,
18) have high decoding errors and no signicant reduction in the bit error rate was
found with the adaptive technique compared with the block method. This is due to
an error in estimating the time scaling factor due to the noise and the channel which
caused an ambiguity in estimating the Doppler shift at a xed speed. Looking at
Fig. 3.13, it is apparent that the speed of packet (P12) was xed; thus, estimation
of the average Doppler shift during a long packet time is approximately equal to
the actual value, and consequently the block technique outperforms our adaptive
algorithm. Fig. 3.15 presents, however, evidence that there was a variation in the
speed during the packet time; therefore, the adaptive technique surpasses the block
method. This is evidenced by Fig. 3.13, where the time scaling factor of the adaptive
technique in packet 2 (P2-AD) has been estimated for each OFDM symbol; whereas
in the same packet, the block approach (P2-BLK) fails in estimating this variation.
Furthermore, compared with a one-shot approach which processes symbol-by-symbol
independently, it is shown in Fig. 3.13 that there is an improvement in the perfor-
mance due to the adoption of the weighting coecients that smooth the estimated
parameters. Locking at Fig. 3.14, in the uppermost graph, it is apparent that the
scaling factors for packets (P6, P12) were changing in one direction at what can
be considered semi-xed speeds, thus, estimation of the average speed during long
packet time indicates that the block technique is outperforming our proposed sys-
tem. Furthermore, it is obvious from this gure, in the lower graph, that the scaling
factors of (P16, P10) have been changed from compression to expansion or vice versa
during the packet time. In packet 5, it is clear that the Doppler shift is very small;
therefore the algorithms have similar performances.
Turning now to the experimental evidence on the performance of the proposed
technique, the technique combines the measuring of the time expansion/compression
of the sample period and utilization of the weighting coecients in estimating and
smoothing the Doppler shift, respectively. To evaluate the performance, a compari-
son of the proposed algorithm and the block method are depicted in Fig. (3.16)(a).
It is apparent that the suggested method surpasses the block technique in 18 out of
20 packets. In the proposed scheme, it can be seen that only in packets (6, 12) are
the BERs high compared with the block technique. This is a synchronization issue,
where the proposed algorithm is based on the assumption that the Doppler shift
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Figure 3.13: Estimation of the Doppler scaling factor over each block for packets (
2, 12) of the adaptive algorithm.
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Figure 3.14: Estimation of the Doppler scaling factor over each block for packets (
5, 6, 10, 16) of one-shot algorithm.
varies during the symbol time and consequently during the packet time; therefore,
this variation degrades the receiver performance if it is not taken into consideration.
Hence, the last symbol in the packet should also be involved in the smoothing algo-
rithm. This case is evidenced in Fig. (3.16)(b), where it is apparent that the error
in the OFDM symbol of index 1 comes from the Doppler variation of the last symbol
in the previous packet. In symbols of indices (7, 8), the case is dierent, where there
is an error in estimating the Doppler shift during the OFDM symbol. As shown in
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Fig. 3.16(c), the speed at the end of OFDM symbol index 7 starts changing its direc-
tion and this necessitates considering the slope variation. In addition, it is shown in
Fig. 3.16(c) that the average speed of the packet is approximately constant; hence,
estimating the average Doppler (i.e., at the mid-point) outperforms the proposed
method. The BER results of the proposed method in Fig. (3.16)(a) were obtained
with two iterations, whereas in the block method the iterations were 10. This gure,
in conjunction with the summarized results in Tables 3.2 and Tables 3.3, conrms
the improvements of the proposed technique over counterpart techniques. The im-
provement ratio was 93 % between the proposed and the block technique, whereas
this ratio was 57.2363 % between the proposed and the adaptive algorithm. The un-
derlying reason for this improvement is due to the broadband nature of the channel
in conjunction with a tight sub-carrier spacing; the receiver becomes very sensitive
to the Doppler shift and, consequently, it is not capable of accounting for a shift in a
carrier frequency. Therefore, adopting the complete sample time of the transmitted
frame to compensate for the integer and the fractional part of the Doppler shift was
the main contribution in this improvement.
3.5 Real-time implementation of BICM-ID
As mentioned earlier, the proposed system adopts iterative decoding at the receiver.
This iterative decoding is computationally expensive and requires long execution
time therefore, it is interested to benchmark the BICM-ID implementation. The
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Table 3.2: Performance results of the experiment
Packet
index
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Block 0 119 423 347 3 44 11 505 39 2443
one shot 0 0 132 170 9 344 0 6 31 90
Adaptive 0 0 84 91 9 14 0 9 21 245
Proposed 0 0 3 2 0 32 0 4 22 210
Packet
index
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1 9 20
Block 24 0 33 178 21 1702 21 0 471 119
one shot 18 802 169 77 53 383 267 176 123 105
Adaptive 6 384 10 49 45 6 36 20 30 5
proposed 3 141 9 3 0 11 3 0 7 5
Table 3.3: Average BER and error statistics comparison of the experimental results
for dierent Doppler shift compensation techniques
Method Error statistics Improvement ratio
Errors/178400 Average BER
Block 6503 0.0365
One-shot 2955 0.0165 54.5594 %
Adaptive 1064 0.0059 63.9932, 83.6383 %
Proposed 455 0.0025 57.2368, 93 %
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Figure 3.16: Performance of the proposed system from the experiment.
general system compromises a single DSP in transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) as
shown in Fig. 3.17. Data streams of length bi = 2047 bits are generated to form
the input of the encoder. It is composed of FEC with convolution NSC, which has
a code rate of 1/2 and K = 5, then passes to an interleaver. In this interleaver,
Lint = 4120 bits is used to permute the encoder output and consequently randomize
error. The digital modulation technique is QPSK mapped to Gray mapping. The
encoded data are transmitted with the carrier frequency of fc = 10 kHz and the
symbol rate of 4 ksps. On the receiver side, ADC data, in 24-bit unsigned inte-
ger format, must rst be converted to oating point representation. Additionally,
signal amplitude should be scaled from the ADC values to a normalized +/- 1.0
range for the subsequent signal processing stages. After bandpass FIR lter and
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Figure 3.17: General System Specication.
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Figure 3.18: SHARC ADSP-21364 system architecture block diagram.
frame synchronization, soft demodulation is required. These soft information are
de-interleaved and then decoded with a BICM-ID.
3.6 Hardware platform description
Fig. 3.18 shows the platform ADSP-21364-EZLITE Kit SHARC family from Analog
Devices. In this section, we will describe some features that have been actually
used in the implementation, the readers are referred to [83] for more details infor-
mation. ADSP-21364 SHARC is a 32/40-bit oating point processor optimized for
high performance automotive audio applications with large on chip SRAM (3M bit)
and ROM (4M bit), multiple internal buses to eliminate input-output (I/O) bottle-
necks, and an innovative digital audio interface (DAI). This interface is crucial for
the processor to communicate with the DAC/ADC or sometimes called CODEC.
One of the key components of the acoustic modem is the audio signal input/output
module. The ADSP-21364 development board used has a built-in module for sam-
pling audio signal. The task is handled by the integrated Analog Device AD183x
CODEC family [83]. Data transfer word lengths of 16, 20, 24, and 32 bits, with sam-
pling rates from 8 kHz to 96 kHz, are supported. The operation mode of AD183x
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can be programmed with a set of control registers. For sampling rate of 48 kHz, if
the processor's buer holds 1024 samples, then it has a frame acquisition interval
of 21.33 ms (i.e., 1024 20:833s). Here the DSP has 21.33 ms to complete all the
required processing tasks for that frame of data. Three buers of size 1024 have
been used to exchange these samples between CODEC, DMA and serial ports as
shown in Table 2.1, so data sampling and processing can be done simultaneously
and no incoming signals are missed even if the DSP is processing previously received
data.
Serial peripheral interface (SPI) is an industry standard synchronous serial data
link named by Motorola. It provides full-duplex synchronous serial interface to com-
municate with DAI and the core processor. This processor achieves an instruction
cycle time of 3.0 ns at 333 MHz.
3.6.1 Processing time optimization
In a simulation environment, we can process a whole communication packet in one
simulation time instance regardless of its size. In addition, the time synchronization
between transmitter and receiver can be assumed to be perfect. However, in a real-
time system, we have to process the communication signals in frames rather than
packets due to the limitation of the internal memory of DSP systems and stringent
real-time constraints. Frames of length Nf = 2060 of coded and modulated symbols
are utilized. The transmitter sends a block of 1024 samples at each interrupt time to
a DAC of sampling rate 48 kHz. As the processor is running at 333 MHz, then the
number of clock cycles the processor can perform before an interrupt are 7104000
cycles for a block of 1024 samples. On the receiver side, soft de-mapping, log-MAP
decoder, and de-interleaver are complex algorithms, particularly with iterations,
therefore, they require more processing time to be run by the DSP than the frame
duration allows, which is 515 ms. These algorithms should convene the DSP real-
time requirements. This constraint can be relaxed in twofold. Firstly, by setting the
silent period time between two consecutive frames equal to the decoding time and
greater than frame duration; however this reduces bandwidth. Alternatively, design
a silent period of minimum length according to the required time to empty the
bandpass lter taps and introducing one frame duration delay (rst frame) during
reception. In this mode, the DSP collects the received samples in data memory
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Figure 3.19: Receiver tasks.
instead of processing them immediately. Each symbol time in the frame duration
was exploited to manipulate a specic task of previous frame duration as shown in
Fig. (3.19).
That is, optimization of the processing time is dealt with based on the disposition
of the frame time according to the processing time of each stage in the outer receiver.
Moreover, this structure adopts pipelining the analysis and processing phases of
incoming frames and relies on the internal memory only. In this gure, the time
of task1 (TK1) is set in accordance with the measured decoding cycles in the DSP
board. Particularly, to infer how many symbol times need to be set for TK1, we need
to know the maximum cycles of each task. Thus, it is apparent that the maximum
cycles spent in TK5 are 28250768, in order to process Nf symbols from start to end
through all 16 states of BCJR. The details of this decoder, which is denoted relative
to its authors, are mentioned in [68].
Based on the time of each task in the decoder, we can nd a relation for each
repetition as shown below. This relationship includes all stages of the data symbols
during the SISO decoding. We can also note that, in (3.45), the number of iterations
I, has an inuential role in determining the number of necessary symbols that can
be exploited at every stage. Except the rst phase, I has no eect because this
phase is used for the purpose of array initialization,
Step[I] = (686; 20I; 158I; (8I)  1; 2I; 158I); (3.45)
where I=1,. . . , 3. In the second phase (soft de-mapper), a period of twenty-symbols
has been exploited in the iteration to be done. We can infer that, a period of forty
and sixty symbols has been exploited in the second and third iterations, respectively,
to accomplish it. In our system, the time required for 20 symbols is 5 ms for the
case of I = 1, therefore in each symbol time of the current incoming symbol, we
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process 103 symbols of the previous frame in the second stage.
Np(i) =
Nf
Step(i)
; (3.46)
where i=2,. . . ,6, and Np is the number of symbols per stage.
By applying (3.46) to all stages of the decoder, we can nd the maximum sym-
bols, in the iteration from the previous frame as below:
NI = Ni + I
6X
i=2
Np(i); (3.47)
where NI , is the maximum symbol length in the iteration after processing time
optimization. For Ni=4, the maximum symbol length in iterations 1, 2 and 3 are
1423, 1424 and 1429 symbols, respectively.
From (3.46), we can nd also that, in TK5 or Step(5), the maximum symbol
length is 1030 symbols. This result leads to determining the maximum cycles which
can be stolen from each symbol in one iteration, as below:
MAXS =
MAXc
Ns
: (3.48)
=
28250768
1030
= 27428 cycles; (3.49)
where MAXS , MAXC , Ns is the maximum stealing for each symbol, the maxi-
mum cycles and the maximum symbol length in stage TK5, respectively.
For the purpose of determining the stealing ratio, the total cycles were measured.
By applying the relation below, we can calculate how many cycles have been stolen
by each iteration:
CStol =
Ctot
NT
(3.50)
=
38679420
1423
= 27181 stolen cycles; (3.51)
where CStol , Ctot and NT are the cycle stolen, the total cycles and the total symbols
in iteration one, respectively. Therefore, the stealing ratio of the iteration is:
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SR =
CStol
SC
; (3.52)
=
27181
83250
= 32:65%; (3.53)
where SC is the symbol cycles.
Table 3.4: Total Cycles
Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3
3,8679,420 7,7238,370 11,5857,252
3.6.2 Memory allocation
The 3Mbit onchip static random access memory (SRAM) of the DSP is split into 4
blocks, of dierent sizes. For 32 bit words, these blocks are allocated as the following:
32K (0x8000) of data memory (DM) space in memory block1, 16K (0x4000) of
program memory (PM) space in memory block2, 8K (0x2000) of heap space in
memory block3, 8K (0x2000) of stack space in memory block4. In this system, the
challenge is to process Nf symbols in the 
0 stage. All symbols, from start to end in
this stage should be processed through all 16 states. Therefore, a size of more than
32k of DM should be available. To tackle insucient memory space,  stage memory
has been buered into both DM and heap. In addition, overwriting technique has
been used for the sake of memory optimization, especially to buer the whole frame
in the case of block interleaver and deinterleaver.
3.6.3 Real-time experimental results
The performance of the proposed BICM-ID receiver is investigated real-time in tank
with 3-iterations only as shown in Fig.3.20. This scatter diagram is used to present
the experimental output of the iterative decoding. A evidence can be inferred from
this gure that the system met the real time requirements and the iterative receiver
suited the underwater channel. What is interesting in these requirements is that,
the RAM has been determined (including interleaver), which is 21Nf . Comparisons
between these memory requirements and [84] results our system outperform their
system in one block memory requirement, where they used 22Nf .
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Figure 3.20: Output of real-time BICM-ID 3 Iterations.
3.7 Chapter summary
The following key points have been discussed in this chapter:
 Three low-complexity Doppler compensation techniques are presented.
 Comparison of the CP-correlation is demonstrated by simulation.
 Re-sample with unique Doppler shift in each OFDM, but variable between
symbols within the packet is adopted in all suggested algorithms.
 Real-time implementation requirements of the most computionally extensive
part of the proposed BCJR decoder has been presented with SHARC ADSP-
21364 processor.
 In one-shot technique, it has been shown it cannot account for the Doppler
shift and CFO based on the carrier frequency due to the wideband nature of
the channel.
 It has been proven through the experimental results that the weighting coef-
cients improve the Doppler shift estimation and accommodate the change in
speed between the OFDM symbols.
 A proposed system which combines the using of the weighting coecients and
adopting the sample time expansion/compression is devised among all previous
schemes to establish a basis for other techniques.
 The conclusion is the Doppler shift cannot be considered constant and it needs
an algorithm that is capable of tracking the speed variation within the OFDM
symbol time. The next chapter addresses the frequency estimation.
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Chapter 4
Time varying Doppler shift
compensation
Traditional techniques employed in order to compensate for the Doppler shift in
conventional receivers are based on the assumption that there is a common Doppler
shift during the OFDM symbol time. In particular cases, such as acceleration, it is
dicult to ignore the time-varying Doppler scale during the packet time, a factor
which necessitates the use of a tracking algorithm to enable frequent estimation
of this multi-scale parameter. Therefore, this chapter aims to design a receiver
structure that is capable of accomplishing such time-varying Doppler compensation.
In this chapter, two approaches are taken into consideration in order to estimate
the symbol timing oset parameter. The rst method employed to achieve an es-
timate of this particular parameter is based upon centroid localization mentioned
in chapter 3 and this prediction is reinforced by a second technique which utilises
linear prediction, based on the assumption that the speed changes linearly during
the OFDM symbol time. Subsequently, the two estimations of the symbol timing
oset parameter are smoothed in order to obtain a ne tuned approximation of the
Doppler scale. Additionally, the eects of weighting coecients discussed in chapter
3 on smoothing the Doppler scale and on the performance of the receiver are also
investigated. The proposed receiver is investigated, incorporating an improvement
that includes ne tuning of the coarse timing synchronization in order to accom-
modate the time-varying Doppler. Based on this ne-tuned timing synchronization,
an extension to the improved receiver is presented to assess the performance of two
point correlations. The proposed algorithms' performances were investigated using
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real data obtained from an experiment that took place in the North Sea in 2009.
4.1 Time varying Doppler shift model
Based on the assumption that the speed of the motion changes linearly during the
ith OFDM symbol interval t 2 [iT; T (i+ 1)), the Doppler shift is varied with time,
therefore the constant  does not hold to accommodate this variation and it should
be replaced by (t). Thus, the time varying Doppler shift can be modelled as
(t) =
v(t)
c
; (4.1)
where v(t) represents the speed variation during the symbol time. Therefore, the
received passband signal in (3.16) can be rewritten as
~r(t) =<
(
1p
Nc
X
n2I
di(n)u
opt
i (n)e
j2fn(1+(t))t

L 1X
l=0
hl prc[(1 + (t))t  l]e j2fnl
)
+ ~wi(t);
(4.2)
and its corresponding complex baseband signal model in (3.17) can be written as
r(t) =
1X
i=0
X
n2I
Hi(n)di(n)u
opt
i (n)e
j2nftej2(t)fnt + wi(t); (4.3)
where Hi(n) is the channel transfer function of the ith symbol at nth sub-carrier
with a time varying Doppler shift that can be written as
Hi(n) =
L 1X
l=0
hl e
 j2fnl prc [1 + (t)t  l] : (4.4)
As referred to in [85], it is obvious in (4.3) that the eect of the Doppler shift
on the received signal is twofold. First, it scales the received OFDM frame duration
T by a factor of 1 + (t), yielding sampling frequency errors that result in symbol
timing error [86]. Second, there is a time varying CFO.
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4.1.1 Sampling frequency errors
In discrete time, the sampled transmitted signal x[kTs] in (3.13) is equivalent to a
scaling of the sampling period (interpolation or decimation)
~r[kTs] = x[k(1(t))Ts]; (4.5)
where k is an integer, and Ts and ~r(kTs) are the sampling period and Doppler-shifted
received sampled signals respectively. The bidirectional eect of the Doppler shift
causes symbol timing errors, which will be increased or decreased proportionally to
(t). To align the symbol within its period, samples should be removed if ( > 0)
or added if ( < 0) at regular intervals [77]. Let  be the deviation of samples
of the received sequence for each OFDM symbol due to the speed change. The
sampling period results in expansion or compression of the samples' length, hence
the Doppler-shifted received frame's length is modelled by
L0f = (Lf  ); (4.6)
where Lf =
Nc
BTs represents the transmitted passband samples' length. It is apparent
that Lf is only aected by Ts and any expansion/compression in the timescale will
result in . Therefore, (4.6) is implicitly equivalent to (4.5). To remove both CFO
and symbol shift, an inverse time scaling of the received (compressed/expanded)
signal should be achieved providing that the amount of Doppler shift (t) is known.
This is equivalent to changing the sampling rate of the passband signal by 1 +(t)
in discrete-time processing. From (4.6), we can infer that increasing or decreasing
the length of samples is equivalent to adjusting the sampling frequency fs by the
same Doppler shift 1 + (t); thus (4.5) is rewritten as
~r[k] = x[
k(1(t))
f 0s
]; (4.7)
where f 0s = fs(1  (t)). By substituting f 0s in (4.7), ~r[k] = x[k], i.e. the signal
received is then in conformity with the transmitted signal.
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Figure 4.1: Proposed receiver structure
4.1.2 Carrier frequency oset errors
The factor ej2M(t)fnt in the received signal in (4.3) represents a time varying CFO,
where (t)fn = (t)fc+(t)nf . The CFO () is due to the residual Doppler shift.
It is destructive because it deviates the sub-carrier spacing f and introduces ICI,
which must be removed prior to the FFT to design an optimum receiver [86]. The
re-sampling process removes the Doppler shift and converts the wideband system
into narrowband. However, the residual Doppler shift produced by the fractional
part of the time expansion/compression degrades the receiver.
4.2 Signal processing in the proposed receiver
To utilize the available bandwidth eciently, the algorithm employs a low-complexity
blind technique to estimate the Doppler shift based on estimating the coarse timing
metric for each OFDM symbol by exploiting the inherent periodicity of the CP.
Centroid-based localization has been used to rene the maximum amplitude of the
timing metric; i.e. the timing oset, as explained in chapter (3). Using this coarse
timing metric, the Doppler shift and its residual are frequently estimated by deriving
a tracking step in the Doppler extraction unit (DEU). This unit comprises linear
expectation of the timing oset, ne tuning of the estimated parameters, tracking
the Doppler shift, and CFO estimation. In this technique, the fractional deviation
of the sub-carrier spacing, which is the source of ICI, is estimated by exploiting the
fractional part of the normalized sampling frequency oset; whereas the integer part
of this oset is used to estimate the integer Doppler shift.
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4.2.1 Coarse timing metric estimation
The receiver structure of the proposed system is depicted in Fig. 4.1. The received
signal ~r(t) in (4.2) is fed through the transducer, pre-amplier and analogue-to-
digital converter, and then ltered in the frequency band [fc   B=2; fc + B=2].
The resultant Doppler shifted passband signal ~r[k(1 +(k))] is correlated with the
Doppler tolerant-training (chirp) to detect the start of the packet  that contains
several OFDM symbols. Based on the existing guard interval, the drift in the re-
ceived Doppler-shifted signal ~r[k(1 + (k))] is measured by correlating the guard
samples (Ng Ns) with an anticipated observation window in order to estimate the
coarse timing metric for each OFDM symbol within the packet, as in chapter 3. In
the case of time varying Doppler shift, i.e. multi time scaling factor, the result-
ing timing metric is aected by the velocity perturbation. Consequently, there is
a demand on estimating this timing metric of the same OFDM symbol, but using
an alternative approach to increase the accuracy of the Doppler shift estimation.
Therefore, in Fig. 4.1(a), linear prediction is adopted to extract the Doppler shift
for the purpose of reinforcing the symbol timing oset parameter that was estimated
using CP correlation.
4.2.2 Time varying Doppler shift estimation
Thus far, the timing metric has only been considered for the case of a common
Doppler shift during the OFDM symbol time. A worst case scenario may occur
when there is a velocity that accelerates or de-accelerates within the symbol period.
This situation can be explained in Fig. (4.2). This gure shows that the start of
the OFDM symbol undergoes a dierent speed relative to the speed at the end of
the symbol due to the acceleration, in which the speed is changing linearly with
time. As a result, a linear multi Doppler shift during the OFDM symbol period is
produced. In addition, the acceleration is a useful indication of how fast the change
is, where in Fig. (4.2)(a) the Doppler frequency shift is 1.12 Hz at OFDM symbol
1 and it increases to 11.2 at OFDM symbol 10. The same case is demonstrated in
Fig. (4.2)(b), where the acceleration is 1 m/s2 and the Doppler frequency at OFDM
symbol 10 is 22.4 Hz, in terms of time-selectivity measurement which is given as:
TdFd > 1; (4.8)
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Figure 4.2: Acceleration eect over Doppler frequency change during each symbol
time at fc =12 kHz. (a) a=0.5 m=s
2, (b) a=1 m=s2
This rapid change within the symbol duration gives an indicator of the amount of
distortion caused by the channel on the signal.
Alternatively, frequent estimation of the Doppler shift within the OFDM symbol
or reducing the frame length are viable solutions. However, in OFDM signal design,
there is a trade-o between the number of sub-carriers, Doppler estimation resolution
and sensitivity to the CFO. Hence, frequent estimation of the interpolation factor
is more feasible than shortening the OFDM symbol length.
When the channel has a velocity that accelerates or de-accelerates in both direc-
tions (up or down) within the symbol period, the following assumption is considered:
Assumption : If Td is 256 ms and the maximum acceleration 1 m/s
2 starting from
initial speed v0, then the symbol needs approximately 4Td to attain the maximum
speed v0+1 m/s. From this assumption, it can be inferred that the maximum speed
change in each OFDM symbol is approximately 0.25 m/s.
For a system of 12 kHz carrier frequency, 48 kHz sampling frequency and a
symbol time of 0.256 seconds, such speed variation causes a Doppler frequency shift
Fd to increase by 2 Hz within each symbol up to 20 Hz by symbol number 10. In
such circumstances, estimating a common timing metric may not hold to attain
acceptable performance. Alternatively, a better solution and more accurate Doppler
compensation can be realized by adopting a frequent estimation of the Doppler shift
within the OFDM symbol.
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Figure 4.3: Estimation of timing oset during the packet time.
4.3 Doppler extraction
The Doppler extraction unit in Fig. (4.1)(a) comprises linear prediction of the symbol
timing oset, ne symbol timing oset, tracking the Doppler shift and CFO or
residual Doppler shift estimation.
4.3.1 Linear prediction of the symbol timing oset
As the transmission structure contains multiple OFDM frames within a packet, the
synchronization between these frames is paramount to reduce both the ISI and ICI
on the receiver side. In the proposed technique, an improvement is obtained by
involving the estimated timing oset at time i  1 in predicting the timing oset at
time i. To accomplish this, it is assumed that due to the rst order Doppler shift, the
OFDM frame could be expanded towards the leading edge or compressed towards
the trailing edge in the range [T (1 +(t)) + max; T (1 (t)) + max], respectively.
Therefore, the linear part of the speed variation can be formulated by the rst order
equation
y = m0i+ b; (4.9)
where m0 = ^i ^i 1
xi xi 1 denotes the slope and xi is the OFDM symbol at index i, as
shown in Fig. 4.3. Accordingly, the gradient will vary gradually in accordance with
the speed change and, subsequently, the output value yi is obtained. The slope
here is determined based on the previous two OFDM symbols estimated in (4.11)
and subsequently used to predict the timing oset  for the next OFDM symbol.
Therefore the rst order predicted timing oset of the current OFDM symbol can
be formulated as:
E [i] = 2^i 1   ^i 2: (4.10)
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4.3.2 Fine symbol timing oset and synchronization
Thus far, two estimations of the same parameter ^ have been obtained. It should
be stressed that attaining accurate timing oset estimation may be dicult in the
presence of noise and/or ISI, especially with a short observation window. Therefore,
for the purpose of increasing the reliability of estimation, smoothing the timing
oset is adopted. This yields the following ne tuned estimated timing oset
^i = ^iW1 + E [i]W2; (4.11)
where the coecients W1 and W2 are empirically obtained and satisfy the condition
of 0 < W1 +W2  1. These coecients are designed to attain a trade-o between
estimation accuracy and tracking capabilities. It is crucial to mention that these
coecients have an eect on adapting the slope variation, where W1 = 1;W2 = 0
indicates fast slop variation and the linear expectation does not hold. At the same
time, W1 = 0;W2 = 1 accommodates a constant gradient between symbols. The
estimated ne timing oset ^ in (4.11) still represents the average. Assuming the
change in the time scale is linear within the OFDM symbol, the change in the speed
is considered unidirectional. This will enable tracking of the Doppler shift caused by
speed variation within the OFDM symbol time. Performing such tracking demands
knowledge of the timing oset at both edges of the symbol in order to determine the
tracking step. By involving previous estimation of ne symbol timing oset ^p and
current ne symbol timing oset ^c, the oset at the leading edge can be formulated
as
^s =
p + c
2
: (4.12)
At the same time, the sampling frequency oset at the trailing edge ^e is determined
as
^e = 2^c   ^s; (4.13)
where ^p and ^c represent the average ne timing oset estimate from (4.11). It
should be stressed that the estimation accuracy of these two parameters plays an
important role in increasing the ability to compensate for the Doppler shift and its
residual eects in the subsequent stages.
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Figure 4.4: Tracking the Doppler within the OFDM symbol.
4.3.3 Tracking the Doppler shift
If the relative velocity between the transmitter and receiver during the packet time
is constant, i.e. for zero acceleration, then the Doppler shift estimate computed can
be used to compensate for the entire OFDM symbol. In time varying Doppler shift,
however, a unique interpolation factor for the whole symbol does not hold due to the
resulting non-negligible sampling frequency errors which must be tracked. Therefore,
the sampling frequency oset aects channel estimation, which is computed over
pilot sub-carriers, due to the dierent delays of the positions of these pilots. By
searching for the delay in the 1st signicant arrival of the estimated CIR [87], an
approach to tracking the fractional sampling clock frequency oset due to a symbol
timing error is possible. However, in the case of time varying Doppler shift, it is
necessary to estimate the sampling frequency oset frequently.
An alternative realistic Doppler shift estimator, which can be realized by adopt-
ing frequent estimation of this parameter during the symbol time in the time-
domain, is proposed here. In order to track the Doppler shift, it is necessary to
derive a tracking step that corresponds to the sampling frequency oset change over
^s < ^s + Ts < ^e. In such a case, the tracking step is given as
step =
^e   ^s
Lf
; (4.14)
where Lf represents the up-sampled sub-carriers. As shown in Fig. (4.4), each
OFDM symbol is identied by the two parameters of sampling frequency oset ^s
and ^e, based on the assumption that the speed changes linearly. Accordingly, the
estimated timing oset at the leading edge is updated at each sample time k, based
on the step in (4.14). At the same time, the integer Doppler shift can be computed
as
^(k) =
Lf   	^(k)(I)
Lf
; (4.15)
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where 	 is the sampling frequency oset initialized with ^s, and then updated at
each sample as:
	(k) = 	(k   1) + ^step; (4.16)
and 	^(I) = d	^c is rounded towards the nearest integer, respectively. This integer
re-sampling factor is delivered to the sample-by-sample Lagrange Quadratic interpo-
lation unit, as shown in Fig. 4.1(b), and the fractional part is dealt with as a carrier
frequency oset. It should be stressed that the resolution of the interpolation factor
in (4.15) is entirely dependent on the transmitted frame length.
4.3.4 Residual Doppler shift estimation
Ecient Doppler shift compensation relies on how accurately the re-sampling factor
estimation reduces the residual Doppler. This residual Doppler has a direct impact
on the performance of the receiver. Taking this eect into account involves nding
the amount of the fractional part of the estimated samples that shifts the sub-carrier
spacing fractionally. This deviation can be modelled as (	^(k)  	^(I)), and therefore
^(k) = [	^(k)  	^(I)]f fc
fs
; (4.17)
is the residual frequency estimate. The residual Doppler shift is not constant at
each sample within the OFDM symbol and thus it is dealt with by determining the
standard deviation across the fractional part of the estimated Doppler shift. Once
the Doppler shift and its residual have been estimated and compensated, the output
signal r(k) is delivered to the outer receiver in Fig. 4.1(b). This signal is rstly down
sampled and then its cyclic prex is discarded. The PAPR phases ui are removed
prior to FFT demodulation. The zero forcing equalizer (ZFE) and least square (LS)
method for channel estimation purposes are adopted by utilizing pilots which are
embedded in a comb method. After removing the channel eect, the subsequent
stage is BICM-ID.
4.4 Pilot-based channel estimation
In the channel estimation of the OFDM symbol, a comb type arrangement of the
training sequence (pilot) is adopted. In this scheme, specic tone indices are allo-
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cated on all transmitted OFDM symbols and the rest for data transmission. Unlike
a block-based training sequence, the comb type is quite convenient for fast fading
channels. Additionally, with the comb type, all pilots and data are transmitted
simultaneously on all symbols. It is worth pointing out that in order to increase the
accuracy of the channel estimation, the residual Doppler shift should be eliminated
[88]. This is due to an induced ICI which destroys the orthogonality among sub-
carrier frequency components and ultimately the diagonal of the channel matrix. In
OFDM systems, the advantage of increasing the symbol duration in reducing the ISI
eect can conict with increasing the ICI impact, as a consequence of sub-carrier
spacing reduction. Therefore, after re-sampling and CFO compensation, all sub-
carriers are orthogonal (i.e. ICI free). Then the training symbols for Nc sub-carriers
can be represented by the following diagonal matrix:
X =
26666664
Xp[0] 0    0
0 Xp[1]
...
. . . 0
0    0 Xp[Np   1]
37777775 ; (4.18)
where Xp(n) represents pilot tones at the nth sub-carrier. This diagonal represen-
tation of X is based on the assumption that the sub-carriers are orthogonal. Let
Yp(n) be the received pilot symbols after the FFT operation, then
Y =
26666664
Y [0]
Y [1]
...
Y [Np   1]
37777775 =
26666664
Xp[0] 0    0
0 Xp[1]
...
...
. . . 0
0    0 Xp[Np   1]
37777775
26666664
Hp[0]
Hp[1]
...
Hp[Np   1]
37777775+
26666664
W [0]
W [1]
...
W [Np   1]
37777775
=XH +W ;
(4.19)
where Hp = [Hp[0]; Hp[1];    ; H[Np   1]]T is a channel vector and W denotes the
noise vector which is given as W = [W [0];W [1];    ;W [Np   1]]T . H^p(n) are the
estimated pilot channel values, D[Xp(n)] is a diagonal matrix constructed using
the known transmitted pilot symbols. This zero forcing estimator [89] is simple;
however, it has a high mean square error. The channel estimation was implemented
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using the least square (LS) method. [90]
X(n) =X(mL+ l)
=
8<:Xp(m); l = 0Xd(m); l = 1    ; L  1;
(4.20)
where L = Nc
Np
and Xp(n) is the nth pilot sub-carrier value. Let Hp(n) be the
frequency response of the channel for n = 0   Np   1 at pilot sub-carriers. The
estimate of the channel at pilot sub-carriers H^p(n) is given as
H^p(n) = D[Xp(n)]
 1Yp(n); n = 0 : : : Np   1: (4.21)
In the least square estimation, the channel H^ is estimated by minimizing the fol-
lowing cost function
J =
Y  XH^2
= (Y  XH^)H(Y  XH^)
= Y HY   Y HXH^  XHY H^H +XHH^HXH^ ;
(4.22)
where H denotes conjugate transpose. For minimization of J in (4.22), let @J
@H^
H = 0,
then
@J
@H^
H
=   @J
@H^
H
(XHY H^
H
) +
@J
@H^
(XHH^
H
XH^)
=  XHY +XHXH^
= 0;
(4.23)
we have XHXH^ =XHY , therefore the LS estimation is written as:
H^LS = (X
HX) 1XHY =X 1Y : (4.24)
For sub-carriers n = 0; 1; 2;    ; Nc   1, LS channel estimation H^LS is written as:
H^LS[n] =
Y [n]
X[n]
: (4.25)
The mean square error of the LS channel estimation is considered high when
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Figure 4.5: Received signal
compared with the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) estimate [91]. However,
LS is attractive in implementing real-time systems due to its simplicity. In order
to increase the reliability of the channel estimation, an interpolation in frequency
domain between each pilot and data sub-carriers is adopted. It is well known that
the LS is the rst step of the channel frequency response estimation for the known
pilots and should be followed by interpolation to obtain a non-pilot sub-carriers
frequency response.
4.5 Experimental results
The setting of this experiment was mentioned in chapter 3. Fig. (4.5) and Fig. (4.6)
show the channel measurements over a range of 1000 m. These gures show a
received frame structure and the normalized CIR of a packet that exhibits maximum
delay spread of the order of 6 ms, respectively. This multipath delay is equivalent
to an ISI of 24 symbols for a system bandwidth of 4 kHz and this delay spread
is inversely proportional to the range. In addition to the silent period shown in
Fig. (4.5), the CP guard time also contributes towards reducing the ISI eect.
4.5.1 Proposed receiver performance
To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, the experimental results for
both block-based and proposed techniques are depicted in Fig. 4.7(a). The per-
formances of both receivers are presented in terms of bit error rate (BER). It can
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Figure 4.6: Sample of normalized channel impulse response for 1000 m channel
range.
Table 4.1: Average BER comparison of the experimental results at dierent set-
tings of weighting coecients between the proposed and block-based Doppler shift
techniques for Nc=1024
Method Error statistics
Errors BER
Block 6503 0.0365
Proposed-set1 772 0.004
Proposed-set2 105 0.0006
be seen that for all packets the proposed technique outperforms the block based
method. Error statistics for both schemes are presented in Table 4.1. It can be
seen that compensating the time-varying Doppler scale and its residual leads to a
reduction in the BER from 0.0365 to 0.0006, which is equivalent to 98.4%. This
is further claried in Table 4.2 which shows that the proposed technique achieves
acceptable performance in reducing errors in all packets compared with the block
technique. However, Fig. 4.7 shows high decoding error in packet 6.
In Fig. 4.7, the bit errors are high only in two blocks within packet 6, as shown in
Fig. 4.7(b). This is due to the noise eect which aects the Doppler scale estimation
when estimating the timing oset. Evidence for this is shown in Figs. 4.8(b) and (d)
where in packet 6, there is a mismatch in estimating the speed at the end of symbol
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Figure 4.7: Performance of the proposed system at 1024 sub-carriers.
3 and at the start of symbol 4. Therefore, a decoding error results in symbol 4.
Furthermore, it can be seen from Fig. 4.8(a) that there is a relatively high deceler-
ation of  0.9 m/s2 during the symbol time, which adds an error in approximating
the correlation-based Doppler scale estimation. This result shows that there is a
limitation on the acceleration that can be adopted in this algorithm.
Fig. 4.8 demonstrates that the adopted system is capable of precisely tracking
the speed variation in each symbol. Particularly, in Fig. 4.8(a), the speed in symbol
3 of packet 6 has been changed three times during 0.256 s, whereas in (c) the speed
is constant. However, changing the direction of velocity within the packet period,
along with higher acceleration, can produce higher noise levels in the system. The
source of this noise is the mismatch introduced by the transition from acceleration to
deceleration, or vice versa. The proposed system detects this critical point through
the CP correlation-based Doppler scale estimation and the linear expectation has
no eect on this scenario. However, linear expectation reduces the channel and/or
noise eect on the CP correlation. Consequently, accurate Doppler scale estimation
is obtained.
Fig. (4.9) shows the performance of BICM-ID and ZFE in the experiment. In
terms of (b), the gure shows that the ZFE delivers reliable information to the
decoder. The reliability depends on how accurate the Doppler shift compensation
is. It was mentioned earlier that the channel estimation is aected by the presence
of residual Doppler shift which can cause ICI and, as a result, the orthogonality is
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(a) Packet 6; OFDM symbol 3.
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(b) Packet 6; OFDM symbol 4.
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(c) Packet 6; OFDM symbol 6.
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(d) Packet 6; OFDM symbol 7.
Figure 4.8: Estimated speed variation during OFDM symbol.
destroyed. Consequently, the iterative decoding stage can generate unreliable LLRs
[92]. Thus, it can be seen that there is an improvement in the second iteration (d)
compared with the rst iteration in (c). At this stage, further iterations are pointless
and no more gain is expected.
4.5.2 Eect of weighting coecients
As mentioned in chapter 3, the weighting coecients play an important role in
the accuracy of the Doppler scale estimation. For this reason, special settings of
these parameters are required in order to achieve acceptable performance. It can
be shown that there is a trade-o between the value of the weighting coecients
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Figure 4.9: Constellation output from equalizer and iterative receiver.
and the receiver performance. To be more specic, by appointing the symbol timing
oset, estimated by linear expectation, a lower weighting coecient than correlation-
based symbol timing oset estimation means there is a constant acceleration or
deceleration between symbols, and vice versa. As shown in (4.11) and (4.14), the
Doppler scale is approximated based on estimating the ne symbol timing oset and
its tracking step is derived based on the sampling frequency oset at the start and
end of the OFDM symbol. This means that the weighting coecients have a direct
eect on the estimation of the time varying Doppler scale (t).
Fig. (4.10) shows two settings of these parameters and their eect on the perfor-
mance of the receiver. In set 1, where W1 = 0:5 and W2 = 0:5, it can be seen that
the receiver performance is poor. In Fig. (4.10) (a), it is obvious that packets 5 and
6 in set 1 exhibit a high BER of 271/8920 and 71/8920, receptively. The reason for
this degradation is that increasing the weight of the linear expectation in a channel
leads to signicant acceleration that can cause maladjustment of the interpolation
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Figure 4.10: Eect of weighting coecients on estimation.
factor and make the tracking of the Doppler scale change coarsely. This is shown
in Fig. (4.10) (c). Although both sets have the same slope, there is a mismatch
between them at the start and end of speed estimation. In set 2, on the other hand,
W1 = 0:85 and W2 = 0:15, there is a great improvement in the performance as
shown in Fig. (4.10) (a), with 0 errors in packet 5 and 33 bits in packet 6. Table
4.1 shows the performance of the receiver for the sub-carriers 1024 over a range of
1000 m using two dierent settings of the weighting coecients. In set 2, it can be
observed that the error decreases by about 86.4 % compared with set 1.
4.5.3 Performance evaluation with improved coarse timing
estimation
As mentioned earlier, the impairments in the channel estimation due to synchroniza-
tion failure will result in unreliable LLRs as a consequence of the Doppler eect.
In contrast, estimating and compensating the Doppler scale precisely causes the re-
ceived OFDM symbol to coincide with its transmitted period; thus improving the
channel estimation and delivering reliable symbols to the decoder. Therefore, the
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target is to improve the Doppler scale estimation and ultimately reduce the burden
on the channel estimation. In order to extract the Doppler scale successfully, it is
important to increase the reliability of estimating the symbol timing.
Considering the eect of acceleration on the chirp correlation is small, in the case
of multiple OFDM symbols within a packet, the symbol timing error in each OFDM
block is accumulated with acceleration during the packet time. Hence, adopting
a single estimation of  for the whole packet is no longer accurate. Therefore, in
order to mitigate the acceleration eect on the symbol timing error,  needs to be
ne tuned. Performing the ne tuning necessitates updating the position of  after
each symbol time. Let m; i denote the range of the timing oset around the leading
and the trailing edge during the OFDM symbol, respectively. It follows that a two
dimensional timing function is written as
(m; i) ,

Ng 1X
n=0
r( +m+ n) r( + n+N + i)

m 2 f W=2   W=2g ; i 2 f 0=2   0=2g ;
(4.26)
then, ^m;i can be estimated from obtaining the maximum peak of the multipli-
cation and it can be written as
^m;i = arg max (max
m;i
(m; i)T )
m 2 f W=2   W=2g ; i 2 f 0=2   0=2g ;
(4.27)
and the ne tuned  0 is obtained. The implementation of this ne tuning algorithm
of the coarse packet synchronization can be summarized as follows:
1. compute the coarse packet synchronization point  which represents the time
position of the maximum peak of the chirp correlation,
2. compute the timing function (m; i) for m 2 [ W=2;W=2] ; i 2 [ 0=2;0=2],
3. choose the maximum of (m; i) as the estimated packet timing oset,
4. update  to be ne tuned which is given as
 0 =  + ^: (4.28)
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It should be noted that a two dimensional search (i.e. m and i) is included in
the proposed timing function (m; i). This is the main dierence from the single
synchronization point estimation in [93], where only coarse estimation of the packet
synchronization point is adopted. The rst search parameter is m, corresponding
to the rst search region in the range around the coarse synchronization point .
Meanwhile, the second search parameter is i, corresponding to the range in the region
around the tail of the OFDM symbol which yields the expected Doppler shift. Once
the ne tuned  0 is obtained, the subsequent stage is the estimation of the rst
order moment ^. In existing techniques, [14] and [94], due to the acceleration and
the inherent ISI, there is a uctuation in the maximum of the timing function and the
channel conditions have a direct eect on this maximum. Therefore, centroid-based
localization is adopted to estimate ^, because it reduces the position uncertainty
caused by the fading channel, and the search range is built on the ne tuned  0,
which can be written as
rD 2 [ 0 +Ng +N   (
2
) + i;  0 +N   (
2
) + i]; (4.29)
and the centroid-based rst order moment ^l is given as in chapter 3. Fig. (4.11)
shows that ne tuning this parameter results in reducing the BER. It can be in-
ferred from this gure that adjusting the misalignments of the symbol timing due
to the time varying Doppler scale results in an improvement in the reliability of
the re-sampling factor estimation, which in turn reduces the noise that accompa-
nies accumulated errors from symbol to symbol within each packet and ultimately
a reduction in BER is obtained.
4.5.4 Performance evaluation based on two point correla-
tion
Fine tuning of the coarse symbol timing facilitates an alternative approach to esti-
mating the rst order moment of the correlation lag. The suggested approach here
aims to increase the condence of estimation by considering the rst order moment
that results from two correlation lags. The rst correlation lag is estimated by means
of centroid-based localization, in accordance with the anticipated window mentioned
earlier. This type of correlation gives an accurate indication of the fractional part
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Figure 4.11: Performance of the proposed system with improved coarse timing esti-
mation.
of the time-scale expansion/compression. However, the centroid-based localization
is severely aected due to the velocity perturbation. This perturbation degrades
the estimation performance of the timing function and ultimately ^l. Therefore,
an alternative approach has been adopted by involving another estimation point
based upon full cross correlation of the CP with its replica. The addition of this
correlation is based on the idea of increasing the certainty of the rst order moment
estimation. This correlation is based on the assumption that the OFDM timing is
approximately aligned due to the ne tuning of the packet synchronization  0. By
denition, the cross correlation between a pair of energy signals, x [n] and y [n], is
given by [95]
rxy =
1X
n= 1
x [n] y [n  ] ;  = 0;1;2;    ; (4.30)
where the parameter  is called lag and it indicates the time-shift between the pair.
Based on this theory, the time-shift in samples for either expansion or compression
can be measured with respect to a reference sequence length of the guard interval
Ng. In the case of the existence of Doppler shift, the received samples are shifted to
the right in expansion or left for compression with respect to the reference. To be
more specic, once the start of the packet  is identied, it can be deemed that the
symbol timing identication is reliable and the correlation between the received CP
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and its replica is computed to measure the time-shift in the samples
c ,

Ng 1X
n=0
r( 0 + n) r( 0 + n+N   )
 ;
 = 0;1;2;    :
(4.31)
Considering that the reference sequence of the transmitted CP is NcpNs , the rst
order moment of the Doppler shift x can be approximated as
^x = arg max c  NcpNs;
 = 0;1;2;    :
(4.32)
Adopting such a scenario requires extraction of a ne tuned correlation lag. This
necessitates involvement of two parameters of weighting coecients to perform such
a smoothing approach, as mentioned earlier. The coecientsW1 andW2 are empiri-
cally obtained from the experiment to accommodate the measured channel condition.
Therefore, 0, which represents the ne tuned rst order moment of the correlation
lag, is given as
0 = ^xW1 + ^lW2: (4.33)
This ne tuned parameter is then delivered to the Doppler extraction in Fig. 4.1(b)
in order to estimate the Doppler shift. Accordingly, the estimated Doppler shift,
which comprises both an integer and fractional part, is considered and utilized for
compensation. Therefore, the estimated re-sampling factor requires no extraction
of the fractional part to estimate the residual Doppler shift, as shown in Fig. 4.1(b);
hence the CFO is approximated as
^ ' 0:5fcf=fs ' f
8
; (4.34)
where fs = 4fc. For sub-carrier spacing of 3.90625, as in the case of 1024 sub-carriers,
^ is 0.4883 Hz. These two-point estimations of ^l and ^x, in conjunction with 
0,
contribute towards improving the Doppler shift estimation and thus eliminate the
need to determine the CFO.
Fig. (4.12) demonstrates the implications of improving the Doppler shift esti-
mation. It is obvious in this gure that there are two estimations that show the
deceleration in velocities over the symbol time. With respect to the improved sys-
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Figure 4.12: Improved time-varying speed estimation during OFDM symbol 7 of
packet 6.
tem, the gradient is estimated smoothly. This conrms that an accurate estimation
of the drift in samples results in an accurate estimation and tracking of the time
varying Doppler shift. On the other hand, this gure illustrates that perturbations
in estimating the variation of speed within the OFDM symbol can lead to inaccurate
re-sampling factor estimation. In particular, it can be inferred from this gure that
there is a time varying Doppler shift during the symbol time which decelerates in
the order of 0.25 m/s2. This deceleration is estimated by smoothing  estimation.
However, in the proposed system, the deceleration is approximated to 0.48 m/s2 over
the same symbol. For the sake of clarity, the proposed system refers to the system
before the improvements and the improved system refers to the proposed system
after improving  estimation. Table 4.2 illustrates the performance comparison be-
tween block based Doppler compensation, time varying Doppler shift compensation
and its improvements. The achieved BER decreases signicantly in the improved
system compared with the block based approach. Likewise, there are additional
improvements in the BERs of 83.8 % compared with the proposed technique. This
is shown in Fig. (4.13)(a), where the BER of packet 6 is reduced compared with
Fig. (4.7)(a). Additionally, the error statistics of packet 6, shown in Fig. (4.7)(b)
and Fig. (4.13)(b), conrm that estimating multi-lags contributes to an increase in
the accuracy of the speed estimation.
As demonstrated in Fig. (4.13)(c), the experimental results show that the inves-
tigation was also successful with 512 sub-carriers, as it was able to improve perfor-
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Table 4.2: Performance of the experimental results between the improved and block-
based Doppler shift techniques for Nc=1024
Packet
index
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Block 0 119 423 347 3 44 11 505 39 2443
Proposed 0 0 3 6 0 33 0 6 9 0
improved 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 5
Packet
index
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1 9 20
Block 24 0 33 178 21 1702 21 0 471 119
Proposed 0 0 6 14 5 0 0 0 23 0
improved 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0
mance by about 86%. This was an expected result, because reducing the symbol
length entails increasing the sub-carrier spacing and reducing the sensitivity to the
Doppler shift. Additionally, reducing the symbol length enables more frequent track-
ing of the Doppler shift. However, severe consequences accompany this reduction in
the symbol time, since it mitigates immunity against ISI, in addition to reducing the
available bandwidth. This performance reveals that improving the synchronization
and adopting smoothing produces low BER. Furthermore, compensating residual
Doppler shift or CFO preserves the orthogonality of the sub-carriers and ultimately
contributes towards mitigating decoding errors.
However, it is worthwhile mentioning that this approximation of the CFO cannot
be extrapolated to all cases, as in the case of higher acceleration where a special
signal processing method, such as an adaptive weighting coecients selection and/or
iterative-based estimation of the Doppler shift, should be adopted due to the eect
of the time varying Doppler shift and the inherent ISI on the correlation peak.
Another problem with this approach is that it fails to compensate for an abrupt
change in the direction of velocity, as it needs at least two symbols to self-adapt to
this sudden variation which causes a decoding error. In terms of the achieved data
rate, Table 4.4 presents two types of OFDM sub-carrier allocation that account for
the transmission overhead due to pilots, channel coding, and guard period.
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Figure 4.13: Performance of the improved proposed system.
4.6 Simulation results
Fig. (4.14) shows, in terms of BERs, the performance comparison between the block-
based approach and the proposed technique obtained by simulations. For the block-
based approach, two scenarios of the transmitted packet structure are investigated.
The rst structure includes 20 ms chirp, followed by a silent period then 10 CP-
OFDM symbols. The second structure comprises only a single CP-OFDM frame.
The former structure is investigated in the experiment; therefore the second struc-
ture is considered here for the purpose of the simulation. It can be seen that the
performance of the block approach is poor in the case of multi-scale Doppler within
the OFDM symbol. When the speed is low, as shown in the OFDM symbols indices
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Table 4.3: Performance of the experimental results between the improved and block-
based Doppler shift techniques for Nc=512
Packet
index
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Block 0 0 0 0 23 31 0 6 0 0 0 0 13 14 0 0 3 3 0
Improved 0 0 0 0 0 4 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 4.4: OFDM symbol structure and the corresponding data rates
Nc Nd Np Nb data rates (kb/s)
512 448 64 20 3.0833
1024 896 128 10 3.2794
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Figure 4.14: Performance comparison of block based and proposed techniques.
1 and 20, the block algorithm performance is approximately identical to that of
the proposed scheme. However, as the speed increases, the BER also increases in
the block-based approach, whereas the proposed algorithm demonstrates less per-
formance error despite an escalation in speed. The degradation in the BERs in the
proposed algorithm is due to the eect of the acceleration on the CP correlation.
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4.7 Chapter summary
The performance of time-varying Doppler shift compensation for an OFDM-based
UWA communication system has been investigated. The algorithm accommodates
for channels with linear acceleration during a packet of multiple OFDM frames.
Unlike existing Doppler compensation methods, the proposed scheme is more prag-
matic, as it considers the notion that the speed is changing linearly during the
OFDM symbol time. Additionally, under the assumption of linear speed during the
packet time, it has been shown that using the linear equation approach to predict
the rst order Doppler shift as a reinforcement parameter leads to acceptable per-
formance over other techniques. Furthermore, it has been shown that employing
weighted coecients improves the performance as it ne tunes the estimated pa-
rameters. However, an approach to ne tuning these parameters adaptively and
in accordance with the acceleration is required and will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 5
Adaptive time varying Doppler
shift compensation
This chapter presents an adaptive approach to address the two main problems as-
sociated with the time varying Doppler shift, the rst being the acceleration eects
on the CP correlation and the second, the eect of a sudden change in the ve-
locity direction between packets on the entire OFDM symbols. In addition, this
chapter considers the residual Doppler shift or CFO that was estimated iteratively
within a range according to a design based on the sub-carrier spacing using pilots,
which are basically utilized for the purpose of channel estimation. Furthermore, the
proposed receiver adopts three estimations of the symbol timing oset. These esti-
mations are centroid-based localization, rst order expectation and autocorrelation
of the received cyclic-prex with its replica. Subsequently, a penalization algorithm
is applied in order to drop the anomalous parameter among them. Therefore, the
consequences of the inection point that accompanies the abrupt change in the ve-
locity are mitigated and a reliable time varying Doppler shift is obtained. This
Doppler shift is ne tuned in an iterative manner. The proposed receiver was eval-
uated through simulations and sea trials conducted over 500 m and 1000 m channel
ranges. In simulations, a model was designed to imitate the time varying Doppler
shift with two scenarios (expansion/compression) in combination with a multipath.
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Figure 5.1: OFDM symbol structure due to Doppler eects.
5.1 Acceleration eects
A pragmatic underwater communication system which adopts Doppler shift esti-
mation and compensation should consider the change of speed with time, which is
called acceleration (a). The eect of acceleration as a result of the mobility of the
transmitter and/or receiver and causes time-varying Doppler shift. Therefore, this
type of Doppler shift can be modelled [8] as
(t) = 0 +
a(t)t
c
; (5.1)
where 0 is the initial Doppler shift which accompanies the platform velocity and
a(t) is time varying acceleration. The acceleration eects can be twofold. First, an
eect on the chirp signal detection, particularly when the change in velocity during
the chirp period is greater in magnitude than the platform velocity. Consequently,
this mismatch aects the correlation peak of the chirp when detecting the start of
the packet. A more signicant eect of acceleration to be considered is its eect over
the whole symbol or packet. In this case, the cyclic prex and its replica undergo
dierent Doppler-shifts. This results in uncertainty of the correlational behaviour
and consequently adds an error to the rst order moment estimate ^l.
There are three dierent cases of an OFDM symbol subject to Doppler shift as
shown in Fig. (5.1). The rst case is when there is no Doppler shift. In this case, the
OFDM symbol coincides with the exact timing, preserving the orthogonality among
sub-carrier frequency components. In the compression case, the symbol time is re-
duced and the sampling frequency must be increased to compensate for the Doppler
shift whereas in the expansion case, the symbol time is increased and the sampling
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frequency is reduced. In addition, the received signal within the FFT window con-
tains a part of the current OFDM symbol and part of the next one. This causes an
ISI and an ICI, which implies that the orthogonality has been compromised.
Let us assume without loss of generality that the initial velocity in (5.1) is zero,
therefore, the Doppler shift at the end of the packet is:
 =
aTpac
c
: (5.2)
In addition, it is mentioned in [8] that the Doppler shift estimation error is related
to the acceleration and the chirp duration. In the proposed CP-based Doppler shift
compensation, this error is modelled as
0 =
aTg
c
: (5.3)
Therefore, for practical acceleration levels (1 m/s2), reducing the length of the cyclic
prex is more useful. However, this reduces the sensitivity to low acceleration. The
other crucial implication of acceleration over the symbol length to be considered is
the residual Doppler shift. In the case of constant acceleration, this eect is dealt
with by adaptive equalization in a single carrier transmission, which can not be used
with OFDM. In addition, for constant acceleration, the estimated Doppler represents
the average velocity, i.e, the maximum residual Doppler shift at the symbol ends is
given as [8]
max(residual) = aTu
2c
: (5.4)
It can be inferred that, to mitigate the residual Doppler shift, the symbol length
should be reduced, and hence, the sub-carrier spacing is increased. However, in
OFDM system design, reducing the symbol length entails reducing the immunity
against the ISI.
5.2 Adaptive OFDM receiver structure
The receiver structure is comprised of an acquisition stage, an estimation of the cyclic
prex position (symbol timing), an adaptive Doppler shift estimation and compen-
sation, and channel decoding. The receiver block diagram is presented in Fig. (5.2).
In open-loop receivers, the Doppler shift is approximated based on one-shot esti-
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Figure 5.2: Receiver structure
mation. The iterative receiver, instead of depending on a single estimation of the
centroid-based localization and linear prediction to estimate the Doppler shift, com-
bines conventional autocorrelation and then averaging based on three estimations.
Furthermore, the pilot has been utilized for phase error detection and correction in
addition to channel estimation. The proposed system adopts an iterative estimation
of the rst order moment that results in minimum phase and decoding errors. In a
practical communication system, there is a CRC to detect bit errors after decoding
and an action such as retransmission or repeat decoding is taken. Additionally, the
iterations rely on the criteria of minimum phase error estimation to compensate the
residual Doppler shift. In the proposed technique, the estimation errors are subject
to penalization by enabling a learning and punishment (LP) action to ne tune 
iteratively. Only the minimum phase error which accompanies the ith iteration is
chosen with its associated , therefore, an accurate Doppler shift is obtained. In
learning mode (LM), the acceleration of the previous packet is observed to designate
an adaptive expectation range (ER), whereas the punishment mode (PM) drops an
out of range estimation.
5.2.1 Estimation of Symbol timing expansion/compression
In this chapter, instead of a single estimation of the rst order moment, it has been
estimated by the collaboration of centroid-based localization l, auto correlation of
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the cyclic prex with its Doppler-shifted replica yy and rst order expectation E.
In such a case, the conditional expectation of  is given
^ = E(=~) = E
h
=~(0); =~(1); =~(2)
i
; (5.5)
where the symbol E denotes the expectation operator and ~ =
h
~l; ~yy; ~E
i
is a row
vector of scalar real values noisy measurements. For the rst OFDM symbol j, the
estimation of the rst order moment ^j is based on averaging ~l and ~yy. However
an additional parameter is added which is based on the linear expectation ~E as
mentioned in chapter 4, therefore
j =
~l + ~yy + ~E
3
; for j > 2 (5.6)
5.2.1.1 Control range and PM algorithms
The parameter ~E can only be considered reliable with increasing or decreasing gra-
dient, i.e., when the speed change is unidirectional during a packet time. However,
this is an unrealistic condition, where the speed could be steepening and levelling
o during the packet time. Therefore, it is crucial to govern the estimation within
a specic range to detect anomalous situations. This range is the rst part of the
PM and it is built on the assumption that the speed is increasing with the packet
time at constant acceleration.
Based on that, the system is capable of predicting the drift in samples in the next
symbol. Let us dene a new variable a to buer the absolute dierence between ^c
and ^p
a = j^c   ^pj; (5.7)
where ^c and ^p represent the current and previous estimation at time j and j  
1, respectively; determining the mean value a of (5.7) over the OFDM blocks.
Accordingly, we formulate a general expected range in samples ^C and it can be
written as
^C  ^j 1  2jaj; (5.8)
where the (+) sign indicates an acceleration in the expansion of the signal since the
distance is increased and vice versa. Algorithm 2 is developed to deal with these
scenarios.
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input : Parameters a, ^j 1
output: Range for ^CP , ^CN
1 if Flag > 10 then // <Flag represents the symbol index>
2 ^CP  ^j 1 + 2jaj
3 ^CN  ^j 1   2jaj
4 else
5 ^CP  ^j 1 + 4
6 ^CN  ^j 1   4
7 end
Algorithm 2: Range algorithm
It can be noticed from algorithm 2 that ^CP and ^NP ranges are assigned for the
positive and negative acceleration, respectively. Particularly, if ^j 1 = 5 samples
and the average drift in samples of the the previous 10 OFDM blocks were a = 2
samples, therefore, it is expected ^ to be ^j 1  2. Accordingly, in algorithm (2),
lines 2 and 3, we expand the range to a square half of this coecient. In this case the
range is expressed as [^j 1 2jaj; ^j 1+2jaj] instead of [^j 1 jaj; ^j 1+ jaj]. In
lines 5 and 6 on the other hand, ^j 14 is based on the assumption that a = 1m/s2.
In this case the speed will change 0:25m/s in each OFDM symbol and this can be
interpreted in terms of samples to 2 samples. As in lines 2 and 3, the tolerance is
also increased by 2.
The second step in the PM is to set the conditions that are needed to make an
action to correct the estimation. There are three cases adopted here to perform the
PM. In each case, two out of three parameters are considered and the third one is
dropped. This procedure is resorted to in order to accommodate the abrupt change
in the direction of the velocity, hence, the range control detects this perturbation
in the speed while the PM applies the appropriate action by ignoring the nuisance
parameter. Consequently, the average of the reliable parameters are considered and
utilized in the search. This procedure of PM is shown in algorithm (3).
5.2.2 Early termination search algorithm
In this algorithm, we are trying to estimate and compensate the time varying
Doppler shift recursively. An adaptive step-size is formulated in accordance with a
number of iterations to obtain an optimal search that results in minimum errors.
The criteria of optimality is adopted here in the sense of performance investigation,
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input : Parameters ~(i), ^CN , ^CP
output: Parameters within the expected range
1 for i = 1 : 3 do
2 if (~(i) < ^CN k ~(i) > ^CP ) then
3 switch (i) do
4 case (1)
5 ~(1) 0:5(~(2) + ~(3))
6 case (2)
7 ~(2) 0:5(~(1) + ~(3))
8 case (3)
9 ~(3) 0:5(~(1) + ~(2))
10
11 endsw
12 else
13 ~(i) 
14 end
15 end
Algorithm 3: PM Algorithm
therefore, the CRC is employed to terminate the search swiftly once there is zero
decoding errors. On the other hand, this search algorithm reveals the minimum
phase error and their accompanied parameters that give the lowest BER to be uti-
lized later in the outer iteration. This outer iteration is enabled when the search
algorithm fails to produce zero decoding errors.
5.2.2.1 Selection of step-size () and correction factor (Ki)
For a closed-form system that contains several instantaneous variables, the estima-
tion of the required parameter is generally not possible [96]. An alternative solution
to approximate the parameter is adopting an iterative approach. The estimation of
the parameter at iteration i represents the initial expectation and then this estima-
tion is resumed recursively to improve it. Based on this approach, the parameter
^i 1 which is ne tuned earlier to produce minimum error among three estimation
agents, is utilized. The adaptation factor is shown as
 = 0:33(
sgn(i=2) bji=2jc
0:5 `
)n; (5.9)
where n is a positive integer exponent and ` represents the search points. It should be
stressed that equation (5.9) is empirically obtained. The search is chosen to converge
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the correction term given in (5.10) towards minimizing the phase error and reliable
estimation of ^. This correction term is initialized to 1 and then approximated
iteratively. The idea behind selecting a cubic exponent step size is to search in a
convergent manner as the cardinality of estimation is high at the beginning and once
it diverges the estimation error is expected to be increased. In terms of complexity,
this search algorithm is better than a linear approach, where it requires higher
execution time. In addition, this type of search has an automatic early termination
(AET) condition. This termination depends on:
1. The CRC results 0 errors,
2. Reaching the maximum search points.
Resorting to the iteration is to practice another step-size and correction term
that should be selected closer to those at previous iteration. In this manner, it is
devised that the search algorithm diverges one step per iteration around the range
[`=2] towards left and [`=2] towards right. An action is taken in case of reaching the
full range by considering the estimated ^ at iteration i.
Ki =
8<:+ 1 mod(i; 2) = 0  1 otherwise (5.10)
As shown in Fig. (5.15), the exponent n of the step-size in (5.9) plays an impor-
tant role on reducing the errors. Although a higher degree of exponent indicates that
the estimation is reliable, there is a level at which no improvement gain is obtained.
It is shown in Fig. (5.3)(b) that at n = 3, the horizontal asymptote start smoothly
during the rst 10 candidate points of the search range, whereas, the smoothness
period is smaller when n = 2. On the other hand, in a linear case n = 1, the step-size
is constant.
The implications of the step-size in (5.9) are shown in Fig. (5.3)(a). In this gure,
the correction factor Ki is changing in accordance with the step size to ultimately
enforce ^c to converge. However, failing to attain an improvement and ultimately
converging to AET condition 1 results in an increased estimation error, hence, the
correction term in (5.10) diverges and then the search algorithm starts to choose a
larger step-size.
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Figure 5.3: Eect of exponents on step-size and correction factor convergence.
5.2.2.2 Time-varying Doppler shift estimation and tracking
In terms of performance, when n = 3, it can be inferred that the reliability of
estimating ^c in (5.15) is high and is only needed to ne tune the approximation,
thus it necessitates adjusting the step size closer towards the left or right around
the middle of the search range. In this case ne tuned ^c is obtained. It represents
the timing oset at the start of the OFDM symbol, which is approximated as
^c = ~Ki: (5.11)
The parameter ^c contributes to the improvement of other dependent parameters,
particularly, the tracking step. Therefore, the iterative approach represented by
the search is important to approximate the Doppler shift estimation. To be more
specic, let us assume that the speed between the transmitter and receiver is 1 m/s,
which is equivalent to 8 Hz for a carrier frequency of 12 kHz and sampling frequency
4fc, therefore, ^ =1.0006 and the estimated  should be 2.048 for 12288 FFT up-
sampling. Actually, these calculations yield that there is a demand on estimating
and compensating such Doppler shift that has a fraction of a variable time expansion
and/or compression. Therefore, dealing with such time-varying Doppler shift needs
to track this variation within the symbol time. In (4.14), this Doppler is dealt with
by deriving a tracking step to estimate this variation based on dividing the time-
varying Doppler shift into an integer part for re-sampling and its residual or CFO
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is represented by the fractional part of the Doppler shift and smoother Doppler
shift estimation is obtained. However, in the proposed adaptive system, recursive
iteration to ne tune ^c is adopted and the time-varying Doppler shift contains
the re-sampling factor with its residual. Furthermore, it has been dealt with CFO
estimation separately hence, the Doppler shift is given as
^(k) =
Lf   	^(k)
Lf
; (5.12)
where 	(k) is the sampling frequency oset initialized with ^s at k=1 and its update
is approximated as
	(k) = 	(k   1) + ^step; (5.13)
where ^step is given in (4.14).
Utilizing 4th order Lagrange interpolation polynomial [97] for re-sampling based
upon the parameter ^(k) to produce r0(k). This re-sampled signal can be mathe-
matically written as
r0(k) =
NX
i=0
~rm0 [k(1 + (k))]Vi(m
0); (5.14)
where
Vi(m
0) =
NY
i=0;n6=i
m0  m0n
m0i  m0n
; (5.15)
where, Vi(m
0) represents the polynomial of degree N associated with each node i.
where m0 = m0 + ^(k) initiated with 3, n 2 f1; 2; :::Ng, R = bm0c and m0i = Ri 2.
Therefore, for ve points N = 4, the current point, the two previous points and next
two points are considered to t the interpolation curve.
5.2.2.3 Residual Doppler shift estimation
Post-FFT CFO estimation is adopted. When all angles of the received nth pilots
Yp(n) are shifted by the same angle, the ZFE is capable of correcting the rotation.
However, this is not the case where each sub-carrier is rotated depending on the
residual Doppler shift. In order to estimate this residual, a range of these param-
eters are assumed. Start with ^ and for each candidate i, the phase error vector is
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determined as
e^i(n) =
Np 1X
n=0
\(Yp(n))  \(Xp(n)); (5.16)
considering the mean phase error between the transmitted and received pilots that
is given as
ei =
PNp 1
n=0 e^i(n)
Np
; (5.17)
therefore, the estimated residual phase error at the pilots sub-carriers indices can
be formulated as
e^r =
Np 1X
n=0
je^i(n)  eij; (5.18)
and the CFO can be approximated as a function of this pilot-based residual phase
error estimation
^0 =  ( e^r
min
): (5.19)
This criteria denotes the CFO candidate that accompanies the lowest phase error.
Hence, after re-sampling, the resulting received signal r0(t) is then down-converted
to baseband with the chosen ^0 and can be written as
r(t) = r0(t)e j2(fc+^
0)kTs : (5.20)
After compensating the CFO in (5.20), the resulting signal r(t) is converted to
the frequency domain and delivered to the ZFE. To improve the receiver perfor-
mance, post-FFT tracking is useful to mitigate the remaining CFO [86]. Although
this residual is small, it degrades the receiver performance due to the accumulated
phase rotation consequences along each OFDM symbol in the packet [98]. On the
assumption that the CFO is compensated earlier, it is worth eliminating its phase
rotation eect. Here in this proposed technique, we utilize the pilots to estimate the
residual phase error of the current OFDM symbol which can be written as
i = \(Y (n))  ei; (5.21)
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Figure 5.4: Structure of the transmitter used in simulation.
and the residual phase error correction is written as
r^ = Y (n) = eji ; (5.22)
which is the OFDM signal after residual phase correction. This yields to deliver
reliable information to the BICM-ID decoder.
Based on the CRC, a decision is made to terminate the search or resume the
iteration. In Fig. (5.2), it can be seen that once the search points are completed
and there is an error after performing the CRC, which is assigned a dashed line, the
outer iteration is enabled as a nal trial. To deal with this case, the phase error
given in (5.16) is utilized to buer the associated parameters ^0c and ^
00 that result in
minimum phase error during previous iterations. Exploiting ^0c updates the Doppler
shift and produces a new interpolation factor whereas ^00 is utilized in compensating
the CFO. In order to distinguish the CFO at each stage, we use the variable ^000,
which denotes the output of the multiplexer among three estimations.
5.3 System design, simulation, and experimental
results
Fig. (5.4) depicts the structure of the transmitter used in simulation. For the sake
of simplicity, it is assumed that the system under consideration does not account for
the PAPR, as in the experiment. The binary information bits bi of length Kd are
applied to the FEC of type NSC to produce a codeword, s0n, of length Kc = Kd=R
encoded bits, where R 2 (0; 1] is the coding rate. The coded bits are permuted
by a random interleaver of length LI to generate bit sequence cn, then converted
in groups of m successive bits into alphabet symbols of constellation size M = 2m.
This mapping operation induces a sequence of Nu = Kc=m : s = fs0::::sNu 1g,
where si 2 C and C denotes the set of complex symbols. Subsequently, in the
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OFDM symbol to be constructed, pilot symbols of phase shift keying (PSK) with
unit amplitude are embedded with the data symbols in a comb method. These
pilot symbols are multi-purpose. Firstly, they are used for the purpose of channel
response estimation at the receiver and secondly, as a reference for phase correction.
The resulting OFDM symbol containing pilots and data-bearing sub-carriers is then
modulated by an IFFT of size Nc and the last samples are copied and preface the
symbol to form the CP-OFDM frame. The resulting frame is pulse shaped using a
PSF and then up-converted using carrier modulation. The passband model of the
transmitted OFDM ithsymbol x(t) is mathematically represented as
xi(t) = <
(
ej2fct
1X
i=0
1p
Nc
X
n2I
di(n)e
j2 n
Td
(t Tg iT )prc(t  iT )
)
= <
( 1X
i=0
1p
Nc
X
n2I
di(n)e
j2fn(t Tg iT )prc(t  iT )
)
;
(5.23)
where di(n) is the symbol transmitted over the nth sub-carrier, prc(t   iT ) is the
pulse shaping lter.
The transmitted signal x(t) in (5.23) is passed through the channel model shown
in Fig. (5.5). This model is adopted to imitate the case of the time varying Doppler
shift with constant acceleration. Performing this type of simulation necessitates de-
signing a packet structure which contains multiple OFDM symbols to accommodate
the required acceleration. As mentioned earlier, the LFM signal is utilized for packet
synchronization, however, the eect of acceleration on the chirp is not negligible with
such a type of packet transmission. Therefore, the chirp also undergoes this eect in
the simulation, hence it is involved in the acceleration and deceleration of the rst
and second packet, respectively. It should be stressed that there is an acceleration
in the expansion case or in the compression, similarly for deceleration. This is illus-
trated in Fig. (5.6) where the uphill and downhill of the solid line mean there is a
change in the direction of the velocity with time i.e., inection point from acceler-
ation to deceleration whereas the at line means that the relative velocity between
the transmitter and receiver is constant or zero acceleration over the duration of
the packet. Likewise for the dotted line, in this case, the velocity increases towards
the negative in the rst packet then starts decreasing towards the positive in the
second packet. Accordingly, the simulation uses two consecutive packets to imitate
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Figure 5.5: Simulation model.
the proposed system, namely packet 1 and packet 2. The rst one was accelerated
and the second one decelerated.
In simulating the time varying Doppler shift, the speed was assumed initially
equal to zero and then the terminal speed of the packet is given as
Vmax(t) =
a(t) Lpac
fs
= a(t)  Tpac:
(5.24)
Therefore, the associated Doppler shift at the end of the packet relative to the
propagation speed can be written as
max(t) =
c  Vmax(t)
c
; (5.25)
where max(t) represents the Doppler shift at t = Tpac. Based on the assumption
that the speed is changing linearly during the packet duration, then at each sample
time within the OFDM symbol, the rst order Doppler shift is formulated as
step =
max(t) 0
Lpac
; (5.26)
where t = Tpac. Based on this step, the Doppler shift is speeding up until arriving
at the last symbol in the rst packet and then starts slowing down. It is well known
that there are lots of UAC channels that have been characterized yet, however
there are no standard as in the case of RF channels [99], therefore, channel A is
adopted, hence the subsequent stage is convolving this time dispersion channel with
the Doppler-shifted incoming signal and then adding the AWGN to investigate a
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more realistic case.
5.3.1 System design parameters
5.3.1.1 Transmitted packet structure
The system bandwidth of 8 kHz (8 kHz- 16 kHz) is swept by a 50 ms chirp which
prexes a packet. The signal packet comprises 10 CP-OFDM frames of QPSK.
The length of each QPSK OFDM frame plays an important role in controlling the
performance of the Doppler shift estimation and compensation. In addition, required
Doppler resolution and acceleration contribute in determining the OFDM frame and
packet length, respectively.
5.3.1.2 Parameters of cyclic prex
Due to the symmetry of the CP with its replica, there is a good correlation property
of this guard interval denoted as cyclostationary because there is a cyclic convolu-
tion with the channel in the time domain. However, depending on the transmitted
data, resulting envelops of the correlation peaks and their sidelobes are varied. Par-
ticularly, if the transmitted data are random, the peaks and side-lobes are variable
whereas with symmetrical data (the start and end of the frame contain the same
data) the peak-to-average power ratio is symmetrical. Since the Doppler is changing
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with time, there is a mismatch in the CP correlation, where the Doppler aects the
rst part of the CP by dierent amount of the second CP part. This mismatch
appears in the position of the CP and this case is dealt with by searching within
a specic window around the leading and trailing edge of the OFDM symbol as
discussed in chapter 4. Furthermore, there is a mismatch in the length of the CP
windows. To be more specic, let us assume the acceleration is 1 m/s2 and the
Doppler frequency shift at CP1 is Fd, then we expect Fd  2Hz at CP2 when the
symbol time is 0.25 s. This frequency shift is ignored relative to fs and Ng  Ns.
Therfore, reducing the CP length could be useful in terms of its sensitivity to the
Doppler shift and bandwidth.
The bandwidth of the cyclic prex is chosen to accommodate the channel impair-
ments and to minimize the loss of data rate. In this case, the coherence bandwidth
lower bound is given as
Bc(lower) =
Nc
Ng
f: (5.27)
Furthermore, the BT product is subject to the required amount of gain to achieve
reliable detection. A gain of (18 dB) (BT=64) was determined in accordance with
the OFDM signal design to be sucient, and therefore, the cyclic prex is a 16 ms
period.
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5.3.2 Simulation results
In this section, we present the simulation results of the proposed system based on the
simulation model described in Fig. (5.5). The CIR was h(n) = 0:6708(n)+0:5(n 
1)+0:3873(n 2)+0:3162(n 3)+0:2236(n 4). In order to investigate the system
performance, two scenarios are considered, acceleration (expansion) and deceleration
(compression) up to 1.1 m/s2. Fig. (5.7) shows the output of the centroid-based
correlation. It can be seen in this gure that the length of the correlation window
in the x-axis is 100 samples and the centre is 50 as in the case of zero Doppler
shift, therefore, any drift relative to this centre due to an expansion or compression
is exploited to estimate the timing oset. Fig. (5.8) shows a plot of the BERs at
SNR=15 dB and a maximum delay spread of 10 ms for Nc = 1024. In order to assess
the proposed system with the two scenarios, dierent accelerations and various CP
lengths were used. For CP=32 or 8 ms, the system fails in all scenarios and at
dierent accelerations. This is due to the severe ISI that introduces a delay spread
greater than the CP length. However, for CP=64 and 128, the receiver achieves a
satisfactory performance through all anticipated accelerations and scenarios. A clear
benet of increasing the CP length over shorter CP is in the low acceleration case.
This is palpable in Fig. (5.8)(a) at a = 0:3 m/s2. That means, at low accelerations
we need to increase the resolution of the estimation by extending the CP length.
In contrast, at higher accelerations, the impact of increasing the CP length on the
performance is marginal as shown in Fig. (5.8)(b).
Fig. (5.9) shows the performance of the time varying Doppler shift compensation
versus the delay spread of the channel. There was a signicant reduction in the BER
over a short delay spread. A possible explanation for this might be that shorter delay
spread increases the certainty of the CP correlation peaks due to the increased area of
the ISI free region; hence an accurate Doppler shift is obtained. Accordingly, these
simulation results conrm a trade-o in the design of an OFDM frame structure
between the spectral eciency, the desired acceleration and ICI reduction. That
means the guard time Tg should not only be chosen to achieve the condition  max,
rather it should also consider what is the required maximum velocity that attain
the optimal performance. Therefore, with the design parameters of Tg = 16 ms and
Nc = 1024, it is veried from these simulation results that the system can attain a
BER of 10 5 at a = 0:5 m/s2 and max=5 ms.
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Figure 5.8: BERs performance for dierent acceleration and cyclic prex lengths at
SNR=15 dB, max = 10 ms, and Nc = 1024.
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Figure 5.9: Eect of the maximum delay spread max on the BER performance at
a = 0:5 m/s2 and Tg = 16 ms.
Fig. (5.10) depicts alternative scenarios when a higher acceleration is simulated.
In order to investigate the system performance at higher acceleration, the simula-
tion results are rstly obtained with AWGN at a = 1 m/s2 and then under the
inuence of the multipath channel. It can be shown that the performance of the
proposed system in a combination of broadband time varying Doppler shift and mul-
tipath channels can achieve an acceptable performance. These results suggest that
the proposed adaptive receiver can accommodate a multipath channel of max=10
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Figure 5.10: BER performance with the system parameters Tg = 16 ms, Nc = 1024
at max=10 ms and a = 1 m/s2, where Da denotes deceleration case.
ms and time varying Doppler shift of a = 1 m/s2 in the case of expansion and
compression with an acceptable BER. The maximum speed that associates this ac-
celeration at the terminal (OFDM symbol number 10) of 272 ms packet duration is
2.72 m/s.
Table 5.1: Main system specications
Parameter Value
System bandwidth 4 kHz
Carrier frequency 12 kHz
Sampling frequency 48 kHz
Cosine roll-o factor 0.98
Code rate 1/2
Convolutional code polynomial [23; 35]8
5.3.3 Experimental results
5.3.3.1 Experimental setup and channel characteristics
This experiment was conducted by Newcastle University at the UK coast. The
system parameters for each OFDM frame are summarized in Table 5.1. The trans-
mission power was set at 108 dB 1Pa. It is known that in UAC, the multipath
delay spread is inversly proportional to the distance between the transmitter and
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receiver and the delay spread of the short range channel is usually long. Further-
more, the presence of the Doppler shift due to the transmitter/receiver pair motion
increases the burden on the receiver due to the synchronization impairments' con-
sequences. Fig. (5.11) and (5.12) show the detected channel proles for the 100
and 500 m ranges, respectively. These gures depict the time varying CIR which
is normalized to unity, the CIR of a single packet which is selected randomly and
the time varying spectral before and after the BPF. The impulse response of the
channels is determined by the FIR-correlator of the LFM chirp. It can be seen that
the maximum delay spread is up to 11 and 6 ms, for 500 and 1000 m channel ranges
respectively. However, upon a closer look to the CIR of 500 m range, it can be
inferred that it is more severe as it exhibits longer delay spread and some of their
paths have a comparable amplitude relative to the direct path. Consequently, syn-
chronization impairments challenge the receiver performance, particularly, for the
ZF estimator. Furthermore, in the case of 500 m range, it can be observed that the
time dierence of the arrival paths is quite signicant; therefore, the CIR becomes
larger [100]. Moreover, Fig. 5.11(c) and 5.12(c) show a visual representation of the
received acoustic signal. It is noticeable throughout the spectrogram that the noise
levels of the 500 m channel range are higher than the 1000 m channel range. The
BPF is capable to mitigate these frequencies as shown in Fig. 5.11(d) and 5.12(d).
5.3.3.2 Performance evaluation of the proposed receiver
In addition to the simulation mentioned in the preceding section, this experiment
is carried out to asses the system performance. The performance of the adaptive
receiver is evaluated using the packet structure shown in Fig. (3.7) transmitted
through the multipath channels described in Section 5.3.3.1. The chirp was used
for the purpose of packet synchronization. This synchronization is achieved by
correlating the LFM signal with its replica after the BPF. The highest correlation
peak has been chosen to indicate the start of the packet. The performance of the
proposed receiver is evaluated based on the criteria of the decoding BERs over 500
and 1000 m channel ranges and dierent OFDM data structures. CP-OFDM was
used with a guard interval of Tg = 16 ms for each OFDM symbol. The number of
sub-carriers used in the experiment were Nc =512, 1024 and 2048 with a sub-carrier
spacing f= 7.81, 3.906 and 1.9531 Hz, and OFDM symbol duration Tu = 1=f=
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Figure 5.11: Channel measurements for 1000 m range.
0.128 s, 0.256 s, and 0.512 s respectively. The code rate was 1/2 NSC and a QPSK
modulation scheme was utilized. Each packet comprises respectively, 20, 10 and 5
OFDM frames Nf for Nc =512, 1024, and 2048 where the frame includes CP and
OFDM symbol. The total number of information bits per packet are 8880, 8920 and
8940 for Nc = 512, 1024, and 2048 respectively. For Nc = 512, 19 packets were sent
whereas 20 packets were sent for both cases of 1024 and 2048 sub-carriers. Each
group of them was sent separately and at dierent time intervals over both channel
ranges.
Fig. (5.13) presents the average BERs over each transmitted packet for 1000 m
channel range and dierent sub-carriers spacing. It can be shown from this gure
that the proposed scheme surpasses the block-based Doppler shift compensation
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Figure 5.12: Channel measurements for 500 m range.
in approximately all received packets. In total, 2 out of 20 packets have decod-
ing errors in the case of 1000 m channel range and 1024 sub-carriers as shown in
Fig. (5.13)(a). The number of errors in these packets were marginal and contributed
by OFDM symbol number 2 and 6 of packets 8 and 19, respectively. This result
is very encouraging, especially with 1000 m range and the consequences of the as-
sociated transmission loss. On the other hand, for 512 sub-carriers, 3 out of 19
packets have decoding errors as shown in Fig. (5.13)(b). This is an expected result,
where the immunity of the OFDM sub-carriers against the ISI are proportional to
the OFDM symbol length while the sensitivity to the Doppler shift is increased with
symbol time.
Fig. (5.13)(c) presents the BER performance comparison of the proposed system
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technique with a block-based approach for long OFDM symbol times. It can be
observed that 13 out of 20 packets are error-free. It is evident that the adaptive
system is capable of achieving satisfactory performance despite its tight sub-carrier
bandwidth. Additionally, this result reveals that without a CFO compensation, the
receiver deteriorates as in the case of a block-based method, therefore, estimating
the coarse re-sampling factor is not enough to achieve reliable communication.
It can be seen in Fig. (5.13)(d), there is a recurrent high BERs in OFDM sym-
bol index 1 for the whole transmitted packets in the case of 1000 m range and
Nc =2048. The underlying reason for this case is due to the false alarm in detecting
the maximum peak of the chirp signal which results in synchronization impairments.
Furthermore, block error rates (BLERs) in this gure showed that the system capa-
ble of recovering the rest of the symbols within the packet and tracking the Doppler
shift variations, where the errors are reduced dramatically with the packet time as
shown in OFDM symbol 2 and 3. The reduction of the errors admit that the PM is
working perfectly in the process of dropping the extraordinary parameters.
Turning now to the experimental evidence over 500 m channel range. Comparing
the two results in the case of Nc = 1024 and 2048, it can be seen in Fig. (5.14) (a)
and (b) that despite a signicant reduction in the BERs with respect to the block-
based technique, the performance of 1000 m range surpasses 500 m. These results
are not surprising because it conrms that the associated ISI in a long distance is
short due to the reduction in the delay spread length and vice versa. Through the
eective contribution of the CP in estimating the Doppler shift, this delay spread of
the channel will aect the certainty of the correlation peaks, therefore, room for CP
correlation should be given. The suggestion here is to choose the CP longer than the
channel dispersion time by at least 5 ms to achieve reliable communication, hence
this revels a trade-o between the bandwidth eciency and CP length. Furthermore,
longer OFDM symbol time increases the immunity against the ISI, therefore, in the
case of 500 m channel range and Nc = 512, the system fails. The aforementioned
results conrm that the proposed scheme achieves near error-free transmission over
1000 m range with a sub-carriers length of Nc = 1024 or 512. In addition, although
there is a narrow sub-carrier bandwidth, a satisfactory performance is achieved with
Nc = 2048.
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Figure 5.13: BER performance of adaptive time varying Doppler shift compensation
receiver over 1000 m channel range for dierent sub-carriers length.
5.3.3.3 Search points, exponents and CFO range selection
The search points, exponents selection and CFO have a direct impact on the suc-
cess of the receiver operation. In the search points, reducing the complexity of the
receiver is crucial, and in such a case, a limited number of inner iterations is pre-
ferred. Consequently, we resort to early termination strategy in order to reduce
the computation complexity. That is, the iterations are terminated once the BER
of the current OFDM symbol attains zero error on the CRC output, otherwise,
the receiver resumes to reach its predetermined iterations. At each iteration, two
parameters are updated adaptively in accordance with the search points and the
exponents. These parameters, i and Ki ne tune c and an accurate Doppler shift
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Figure 5.14: BER performance of adaptive time varying Doppler shift compensation
receiver over 500 m channel range for dierent sub-carriers length.
is obtained. Fig. (5.15)(a) demonstrates the adaptive change of the tracking pa-
rameters c, s, and e of symbol index 8 of packet 6 with time. It is palpable
from this gure that at the rst iteration, the dierence between them is big which
results in a large tracking step. Accordingly, the CRC test does not indicate zero
error, therefore the iterations are continuing to investigate the system with further
ne tuned parameters. Obviously, the step size should be controlled to correct the
values around the estimated parameters. However, as the iterations increase, the
step size is diverged. This is shown in Fig. (5.15)(a), where e starts to change its
step size automatically after iteration 5.
This step size, through the use of exponents order n given in (5.9) will contribute
to how large the correction term Ki at the next iteration is and will contribute ul-
timately to update the interpolation factor adaptively. In particular, Fig. (5.15)(b)
shows two values of the exponents that have been chosen to investigate the perfor-
mance of packet 6 over 1000 m channel range. In this gure, it can be seen that
at n = 2, the system exhibits an acceleration of 1 m/s2 due to the change of
estimated speed, which is given as
vr(t) = [(t)  1] 1500; (5.28)
during the symbol time that results in decoding errors in OFDM symbol 8 of
packet 6 even with 10 inner iterations and 2 outer iterations. On the other hand,
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Figure 5.15: Eect of exponents on the estimation of i and Ki, search points and
smoothing the tracking step at Nc = 1024 over 1000 m channel range.
set n = 3 demonstrates the speed is changing very smoothly during the symbol
time and the acceleration is almost zero, therefore, an evidence of the smoothness
caused by the exponents order is interpreted in the resulting of zero error in packet 6
with 8 iterations as shown in Fig. (5.13)(a). It is worth mentioning that no specic
rule has been adopted to choose the exponents order n in the proposed receiver.
However, it has been noticed the order increases proportionally with the sub-carriers,
therefore, n was set equal to 2, 3 and 4 for Nc = 512, 1024, and 2048, respectively.
This is basically true on the assumption that it is likely the velocity changes with
longer symbol time, especially with high acceleration, hence an adaptive step size is
required.
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The residual Doppler shift or CFO [12] destroys the orthogonality among sub-
carrier frequency components. Consequently, in order to maintain the receiver per-
formance, this CFO is estimated. As explained in Section 5.2, a range of CFO
candidates are chosen based on the sub-carrier spacing for each OFDM symbol
length and a CFO that results in minimum phase error is selected among the range.
Starting with  = ffcTs = 0:25f , where fs = 1=Ts = 4fc, and for each candidate
i repeat
^ = i; (5.29)
where fi 2 R :  1 6 i 6 1g for Nc = 1024 and 2048 and fi 2 R :  2 6 i 6 2g
for Nc = 512. To reduce the CFO search points, a step based on f was employed
and can be formulated as f=8 in the case of Nc = 1024 and 2048, whereas the step
was f=16 for Nc = 512. Fig. (5.15)(c) illustrates how the CFO changes within the
duration of packets 6 and 8. It can be inferred that there is no relation that governs
the change in the residual Doppler shift between packet 6 and 8; the CFO changes
randomly but sometimes constant. The residual Doppler shift is depending on the
accuracy of estimating the re-sampling factor.
5.4 Chapter Summary
The focus of the chapter was on the Doppler eect caused by the acceleration due to
the relative motion between the transmitter and receiver. This acceleration aects
the correlation behaviour of the cyclic prex and destroys the orthogonality of the
sub-carriers due to the synchronization impairments. The proposed system is as-
sessed through simulations at dierent scenarios and at dierent channel conditions
to imitate the realistic case. Additionally, the suggested method is investigated with
an o-line data that was recorded and processed from an experiment at the North
Sea. This chapter presented a technique to tackle the eect of a broadband time
varying Doppler shift in UWC. This technique adopted a learning and punishment
approach to iteratively estimate the Doppler shift parameters. These parameters
were estimated by the cooperation of a two point estimation of the normalized cor-
relation of the rst order moment in addition to the linear prediction of the speed
change. This method is very robust when the relative velocity is changing linearly
and capable of dealing with the velocity inection. The suggested method is capable
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of tackling an acceleration up to 1 m/s2 during the packet time and correcting a
speed up to 3 m/s.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
Single carrier receivers for UWA that adopt high complexity algorithms such as
beamformer achieve reliable communication over severe channel conditions. How-
ever, these types of receivers are highly complex. An alternative multicarrier receiver
in the form of OFDM requires less complexity as far as real-time implementation is
concerned. Furthermore, such types are attractive to combat channel impairments.
This project was undertaken to design Doppler shift compensation algorithms for
a single element multi-carrier receiver that would be applicable in real-time imple-
mentation and to evaluate the performance of utilizing the COFDM in the presence
of this Doppler shift.
The present study, however, proposed several noteworthy contributions in order
to track and compensate the time-varying Doppler shift. In order to accommodate
this change, it was assumed that the speed is changing linearly within the OFDM
symbol; therefore, a linear equation model was proposed to govern the rst order
Doppler shift. This linear prediction technique reinforces the cyclic prex based
Doppler shift estimation and an improvement in the BER was obtained. However,
it was shown that as the acceleration increases, the accuracy of the Doppler shift
estimation decreases, thus necessitating an advanced signal processing technique in
order to tackle this challenge.
Therefore, an adaptive iterative receiver is suggested in this thesis to deal with
time-varying acceleration during a period of 5.4 s. The suggested algorithm is ca-
pable of tackling the induced linear Doppler shift variation due to the acceleration
and deceleration. In addition, the inection point between them was dealt with by
adopting a control range, which is derived based on the measured acceleration of
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the previous two OFDM symbols and on the linearity of the speed change assump-
tion. It has been shown through an extensive simulation and an experimental trial
that the suggested algorithm is robust in the presence of a time-varying multipath
channel and it can achieves an acceptable error performance.
The performance of the proposed Doppler compensation scheme was compared
with a block-based technique, in both cases using a COFDM-based receiver. It was
shown that the performance of the proposed receiver depends to a large extent on
the delay spread of the channel and on the acceleration. The Doppler estimator
accuracy aects the compensation of the residual Doppler shift which causes ICI
and, in turn, aects the channel estimation, resulting in a reduction in the eciency
of decoding due to the resultant unreliable LLRs values. It was shown that weighting
coecients improve the Doppler shift estimation and accommodate the change in the
speed between the OFDM symbols. The performance of the cyclic prex correlation
in estimating the Doppler shift depends on the range. Reducing the range entails
increasing in the ISI and ultimately aects the correlation accuracy. Hence, adopting
the weighting coecients reduces the noise and channel eect on the Doppler shift
estimation and a ne tuned re-sampling factor is obtained. The reason for the
improvements is the weighting coecients act as a smoothing lter which improves
the estimation. The promising feature of the proposed receiver is its capability of
delivering acceptable performance and a high data rate is achieved even with a tight
sub-carrier spacing.
Although the research emphasis was to design a paradigm modem that is ap-
plicable for DSP-based real-time implementation, the eect of Doppler shift on the
performance of the iterative receiver was also investigated. It is more pragmatic to
consider the acceleration eects on the estimation of the Doppler shift; therefore, an
adaptive compensation technique for time-varying was utilized to achieve reliable
communication. It has been shown that with a linear velocity change, adopting
learning and punishment approach provides a robust error performance. Results
of simulations and experiments at various channel ranges reveal that the proposed
adaptive time-varying technique is capable of tracking the Doppler shift with an
acceleration range of 1 m/s2 during the packet time and correcting a speed up to
3 m/s.
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Future Work
It is recommended that further research be undertaken in the following areas:
1. Robust signal processing techniques are required to combat the Doppler eect
at each path to deliver acceptable performance.
2. It is suggested that the association of the channel parameters is investigated in
future studies, particularly the delay spread to improve predicting the Doppler
shift.
3. Developing a channel model that fulls the state of the art research in this
eld would be of great help in designing better algorithms.
4. Generalized deriving weighting coecients adaptively.
5. Further experimental investigations are needed in order to consider more re-
alistic model of the velocity with higher acceleration.
6. In the DSP-based real-time implementation, this research concentrated pri-
marily on the decoding stage, which is represented by BCJR with iterative
decoding, because it was the most restrictive in achieving on-line processing.
Therefore, involving the rest of the system for the hardware implementation
would be useful for future work in order to compare the multi-carrier system
with a single carrier one in terms of performance and hardware implementa-
tion, where the code is written in c language.
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